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Campus Fire Station Bids Opened

EGYPTIAN

The Oakes ConstructionCo.
of Metropolis submitted tbe
apparent low bid for constructton of the proposed fire station
for
tbe Carbondale
Campus.
Bids were opened at 3 p.m.
Tuesday in the Agriculture
Building Seminar Room, and
read by Willard Hart. Carbondale Campus architect.
Also received at this time
were bids for the heating.
plumbing and electrical work
for the building.
The bid by the Oakes Construction Co. was $41.428.
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This was nearly $3.500 less
than the next lowest bid of
$46.900 made by the R. B.
Stevens Co. of Carbondale.
Other low bids were submitted by the A. J. C argnino
Construction Co. and J. and
L. Robinson Co.. both of
Carbondale.
The apparent low bid for
plumbing was submitted by
the John J. Calnan Co. of
Chicago. Its bid was $4.848.
Cool-rite
Frigidare of
Urbana was the apparent low
bidder at $2,293 for station's
heating system.

Carbondale Electric submitted the apparent low bid
of $8,450 for the electrical
works.
The fire station will be
located on U.s. 51 adjoining
the coal storage yard at the
SIU
s tea m
gent-rating
plant.
The bids will be received
by the UniverSity Architects
Office and With recommendation be submitted to
the
University Board of Trustees
for final approval at their
next meeting May 26.
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Session Sell to 5 p.m.

VTI Will Hold First Alumni Day Sunday

In Conjunction With Annual Open House
"Alumni, come home!"
That's the call being issued
to graduates of VTI which is
holding its first" Alumni Day"
on Sunday, Apnl 30.
The event is part of the
sixth annual Open House at
VTI. The first university-connected school of its kind in
the state, it was founded in
1952 and has a current enrollment of 1,500 students in
26 one-year certificate and
two-year associate degree
programs and options.
"We're inviting Ollr graduates to come back and see
the changes in the school and
renew old friendships among
faculty and alumni," said E.J.
Simon, dean of the Division of
Technical and Adult Education. "We'd appreciate it
if those who can't come to
the open house would drop us
a line and let us know where

Spring Festival
Activities Include
Midway, Picnic
The Miss Southern contest,
the midway, a dance and
"Mom's day" picniC are the
principal events for the Spring
Festival May 5-7.
Rides and ;,.nractions as
well as the dance will be
featured at the midway, which
will be situated JUSt south of
the SID Arena.
Applications and fees for the
Miss Southern contest were
due April 14. No list of c.ontestants has been released yet.
Sponsoring this event will be
the all-student Spring Festival
Steedng committee.

they are and what they're
doing now."
The open house will be held
April 28. principally for high
school students. The session
from I to 5 p.m. Sunday is
designed for alumni and representatives of business and
industry.
The general public is welcome to attend ei~her day, and
alumni who can't make it on
Sunday are urged to come on
Friday if possible, Simon said.
The VTI Campus is nine
miles east of Carbondale on
Old Route 13 in the northern
edge of the Crab Orchard

Natiorlal Wildlife lwfuge near
Carterville. Among programs
offered there are architectural
technology, automotive technology, dental hygiene and laboratory technology, business, electronic
data processing, mortuary
SCience, practical nursing and
forest products technology.
A two-year associate degree program in aviation technology also offered through
VTI will hold open house concurrently Wit', ..he main
campus event in its hangarlaboratory-classroom facility
at the Southern Illinois Airport west of Carbondale.

With 10 of the II precincts
in, contender David Keene led
incumbent D. Blaney Miller
by 511 votes in Tuesday's
Carbo' <Jale mayoral race.
Miller piled up an early
lead as precincts two, four,
six and ten reported in. However, his lead slipped fast
as the larger districts on the
east side of town were totaled
up.
The only precincts Miller
polled a majority in were
two, four and six, those covering the northeast section
of ·town.
In the Council race, WIlliam
Eaton, Frank Kirk, Randall
Nelson and Joseph Ragsdale
led the remainder handily.
Archie Jones ran fifth, about
250 votes behind Ragsdale.
Ear1y in the evening, Jones
-racked up an impressive lead
winning a majority in four
precincts. His lead, like Miller's, slipped fast. as the
west-side precincts began reporting in.
Lynn Holder, Gene Ramsey
and Sidney Schoen ran in the
last three slots in all precincts.
Voting was substanti.ally
heavier than in any preVlous
elction.
The total vote was
expected to 5,OOO-at least
600 more than Februaries priaries.
In the 1963 general election
the total vote ran 2,382 and
in 1959 it was 2649. Early
in the campaign, voters were
predicting a heavy turnout due
to the spirited
campaign
each slate was conducting.
During the election City
Manager C. William Norman
said he received a number
of complaints to the effect
that the srudents were being
challenged by poll watchers
when they attempted to vote.
Norman said if a voter is
challenged because of resi-·
dency, he must produce a
witness known by the poll
judges to verify that he is
a resident. He said the challenges caused a slow-up in
the voting in some polls.
Earlier in the day, campaign literature bearing the
names of Keene, Kirk and
Nelson was strewen about residential are~s of the city.
A spokesman for the Keene
group ;:~id the B1I.e flibbon
slate had nor authorized the
priming or dis! ribution of the
materialS.
Mrs, George \1cCiure of
the Keene, Kirk and Nelson
commirree said the handbills
did not reflect the thinking
of her organiHtion.

(n a telephone interview
early t his morning, David
Keene said, "I am happy with
the results. We all worked
hard and never backed off
during this champaign."
He said he planned to
"take a breather for a day
or two," and then is going
te "follow up his campaign
platform all the way."
The Daily Egyptian was not
able to reach Miller for comment.
The two council me ... receiving the greatest number of
votes will serve four-year
terms and the two with the
next largest number will serve
for two years.
With ebe one precinct outstanding. it appeared as though
i.he two four-year councilman
are Eaton and Nelson.
In
the primary, Kirk drew the
heaviest vote, but he appears
to· have lost some ground in
the general election Tuesday.
In the primary, the top four
vote getters in order were
Kirk, Nelson. Eaton and Ragsdale. For the Mayoral nominations, Keene led Miller by
more than 7VO votes and polled 49 per cent of those cast.
In Tuesday's election Keene
drew 55 per cent of the votes
cast in precincts two through
eleven.

New Student Week
Forms Available
Applications
for
membership on the 1967 New
Student Week steering committee are now available at
the Information Desk of the
University Center.
Students who wish to serve
on the committee, for fall
quarter orientation, are asked
to return the applications to
the Student Activities Center
')y May 3.

Gus Bode
~-- .. " " - - - - -

Gus says as his tan gelS
deeper, his grade s get lower.
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Miss Univtiliiity Park

Toni Benson Reigns
By Dan VanA,ta
Toni Benson. a tomboy
beauty. has been selected Miss
University Park.
Miss Benson, who will go on
to the Miss Southern contest.
lists her interests as hunting.
fishing, swimming and playing
pool.
With this repertoire of
talent. Miss Benson said "It's
sometimes embarrassing to
my guy whe;'l I outshoot him,

Warrant Issued
For Suspect in
Robbery Case

VETERAN'S MEMOIRS--- F'::!!lner Marine Nick
Harder displays a photo album of his ex periences in Vietnam. He served for nearly a year

as combat correspondent in Vietnam and is now
majoring in journalism at SIU

Not A Question ofldeology

Big Fight Concerns Who Can Best Feed
Vietnam Peasant, Says Returned Marine
fly Lee Cohen

trained as
man

"Thl...' hi,,,; fi~bt il~ Vj~'tnam
is nor t'~:'.v~. .'l'n ~D(·rnc::.. rJC\' and
CnmIllUnis:11. It':: :,(·t~.'.'(·..''-~;1 the
nnes who C:l:; bc,,[ L'et! the
belly ,A [hc· Vietnamese pCJsant."

This was the observation of
,\lick Harder, a returned veteran of the Vietnamese war.
He is now enrolled at SHJ to
study journalism.
Harder left Northern IllinfJis Vniversitv in 19"'·' to
enlist in the' L.S. :\1arine
Corps. Between January and
December, 1906, he was Cpl.
Peter Nicholas Harder, combat correspondent in Vietnam.
"It was a rare job," the
lanky 22-yard-old said with a
smile. "Most of the time 1
was totally on my own, moving back and forth thruugh the
front lines. I sawall phases
of the war."
Harder's job was to write
feature stories that showed the
service in a good light. He
also served as a liaison between the armed forC:es and
the civilian press. Harder was

Garner to Talk
About Radicalism
In Latin America
William Garner, professor
of government, will discuss
"Radical Movements in Latin
America" at 7:30 p.m. today
in the Agriculture Building
Seminar Room.
Garner,
who
teaches
courses in international relations, has a particular interest
in Latin American
studies. He recently published
a book, "The Chaco Dispute:
A Study in Prestige Diplomacy." He also delievered
a paper on "The Sino-Soviet
Split and Latin American
Parties" to a regional meeting
of the American Association
for the Advancement of Slavic
Studies.
This program will be sponsored by the Young Democrats. All smdents and faculty
members are invited to attend.

am~

J

press informarion
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.1 pho(oi'lltrnali;;t,

but h(' illsl. fl'Cl:ivcd s . .:hf)ol-

ing guerrilla w:Jrtarc.
"I :tlwav,.; <:arril'u :1 rinc·.
( wa=-, as rnu\..:h a sl)l\~il'r ;'}s I
was ;,l corrt·spl)l1llL-nt. Ir. f<1,-"t"

must ()f rhe civilian ("'1rrcspondents carric·d guns,"
I-Jarder said.
Harder had uccasion to use
that rifle. On March 18 of
last yca r, the Viet C'.>ng had
pin:1ed the company Harder
was sta[ion<:!d with. Although
the company had become separated and he had been wounded,
the correspondent continued
fighting. For his bravery,
Harder was nominated for the
Bronze Star and the Navy
Commendation.
While in Vietnam, he also
took part in Operation Hastings, the higgest Marine
operation of the war, spent 3;;
days on a medical ship off
the Vietnamese coast and
worked on a radio station (n a
military base.
According tC Harder, "The
major problem
American
fo-rces are dealing with is trymg to hold large land areas
with small numbers of men.
There are too many holes in
our defense."
This is compensated for
somewhat by what Harder
calls a
"higher degree of
professionalism" on the part
of U.S. soldiers. He e,plains
that Americans in Vietnam
have a "they started it, let's
finish it" attitude.
Harder feels strongly about
the civil affairs program
started by the Americans.
"Through this program of aid
to the Vietnamese people, we
ART 7:00

arc helping them tohl"lpthemseh'c"s.'t
Whilc· in ""uthl':I>'! l\sia,
fI.lr ..k-r nude many Victn~lilll'~~'

friend:-:.

~k'

Ji'.'i,-!C's

A wal"rant has been obtained
by Carbondale police for the
arrest of a former Carbondale
resident wanted for questioning in connection with the
April 10 armed robbery of
Saluki Currency Exchange.
Jack Hazel, chief of police,
said.
"We've traced the suspect's
movements
as far as Effingham," Hazel said. He added that it is believed the
suspect has returned to the
Chicago area where he has
lived for the last two to three
years.
Wanted fliers for rvtichael
France, 22, were issued by the
local police to law enforcenwnt ~urhoriries in (he state,
Ilazel sail.!.
Saluk i Currency Exchange
reported 512,000 m;"cn in thc
robbery.

the fX·<Ipk into two cl:J"scs:
the city dwdkrs <lnLl the PL'<l"ant farmc rs.
"The peasants are overwhelmingly in thp majority.
But they are, fur the most
part, illiwrate and uncduc.ltpd. Thev du not know or care
about the differences in ideol. .'' '."~..' ' .....
ogies. All they kr.ow is who
.
'.
. .",'
gives thcm more to eat. If
.
~ <.
we w:Jnt to win the war all'ainst
Communism, we must be the
n
ones who give the most.
"Vietnam isn't our responsibility- -but if not us, who?"
Harde- is now busy as a
full-time student, but he finds
time for talking to student r - - - groups about his cxperiences,
and for completing a book he
is writing about the war.
How does he feel about his
tour of duty? "I wouldn't do
it over, but I wouldn't trade
ILLINOIS
the experie:lce for anything."

or beat him at pool. I've always
hP.en athletic, because in a
town of 1,100 you can't be much
else:' Her hometown in Stonington.
The four runners-up to Miss
Benson were: 1st runner-up,
Linda Reiniger; 2nd rumleruP. Linda Hussang; 3rd runner-up, Lynn Gollus, and 4th
runner-up, Barb Ohlendorf.
Miss Benson is a home
economics major. She plans
to go into merchandising With
the hope of someday becoming a buyer. She eventually
would like tC'I >"each her utopia.
she said, owning her own
clothing store.
She has been designing her
own clothes for as long as she
can remember. Her mother
and aunt are both seamstresses.
She said that her name has
often been confused With the
boy's name Tony. Even Uncle
Sam gets confused.
"I've received several
brochures from the U.S. Army
and the ~arine Corps." she
said, "aQd 1 just hope 1 don't
accidentally get drafted:'
However. the boys in uniform
may hope just the oppoSit~,
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Illinois
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SHOW TIMES
1:30 -2:45 -6:00-8:15

Warner Bros. unlocks
all the doors of the
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Activities

King Cohn's Biography
Scheduled For Radio

Recital,
Meetings
Scheduled
The School of Business Honors
Convocation will be held at
10 a.m. today in Davis Auditorium.
Kappa Omicron Phi will meet
at 7 p.m. in Room 105 of
the Home Economics Building.
The Engineering Club will
meet at 9 p.m. in Room 214
of the Agricultul'e Building.
WRA House Vollp.yball will be
played from 7-9 p.m. in
Room 207 of the Women's
Gym.
WRA Track and Field Club
will meet from 3-4 p.m.
at McAndrew Stadium.
WRA Tennis will meet from
5-6 p.m. on the North
Courts.
Intramural Sof''1a11 will be
played from 4-6 p.m. on
the Practice Fields.
The Campus Senate will meet
at 7:45 p.m. in Ballroom C
of the University Center.
SlU Young Democrats will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the
Agriculture Building Seminar Room.
Alpha Kappa Psi will hold its
business meeting at 8 p.m.
in the University Center
Ballroom and Lounge.
Industrial Education will meet
at 9 p.m. in the Home Economics Lounge.
The Department of Music will
present violinist Curtis
Price in a Student Recital
at 8 p.m. in Davis Auditorium.
The Forestry Spring Camp
will be held at Little Grassy
Camp I.
Young Republicans Club will
have a booth from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. in Roor.} H of the
University Center.
The Anna State Hospital Spring
Camp will be held at Little
Grassy Camp II.
"Wild Europe" will be presented at the Movie Hour
at 8 p.m. in Furr Auditorium.
The General Baptist Student
Organization will meet at
7:30 p.m. in Room E of the
University Center.
The History Department will
llponsor the Faculty Seminar on Latin America at
8 p.m. in the Library
Lounge.
Little Egypt Student Grotto
will meet at 9 p.m. in Room
216 of the Agriculture Building.
The Latin American Organization will meet from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. in Room H of the
University Center.
The Activities Programming
Board will meet at 9 p.m.
in Room E ofthe University
Center.
Canada goose mortality at
Crab Urchard National Wildlife Refuge will be discussed
by Gerald Wise, a graduate
student in zoology, at 4 p.m.
Thursday in Lawson Room 231 .

... HOOTEI"ANNY
at the FOX Late Show
this weekend
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The biography "King Cohn" 3:00 p.m.
written by Bob Thomas will
Storyland
be featured on WSIU-Radio
today at 9:07 a.m. as part 7:00 p.m.
of the "Books In Review"
Guests of Southern
series.
7:30 p.m.
Hall of Song

Other programs:
10:55 a.m.
News

8:35
Music Understanding

12:30 p.m.
News Report

WSIU-TV Series to Present
Discussion on New Morality
"Is There aNewMorality," 9:05 a.m.
will be discussed on the
Science Corner II.
'Crisis of the Modern Man'
series at 6 p.m. today on 11:05 a.m.
WSIU- TV.
'Learning Our Language.
Other programs:
11:55 a.m.
News.

Profellor A.ccepllJ

Position in Virginia

Noon
The French Chef.

Donald F. Bloss, professor 2:25 p.m.
Growth of a Nation.
accept a position as professcr
of mineralogy at Virginia 4:30 p.m.
Polytechnic Institute, BlacksWhat's
New:
"Pancho
burg, Va., Sept.!.
Villa," the story of Luis
Bloss, a native of Chicago,
Martinez, a Mexican boy,
holds bachelor's, master's and
and his search for his pet
goat.
doctoral degrees from the
University of Chicago. He
joined the SIL' faculty in 1957
as a specialist in crystal- 8 p.m.
passport 8-- Bold Journey:
lography. Before that he was
"The Road to Timbuktu."
on the University of Tennessee
faculty for six years.
Bloss was on leave from 8:30 p.m.
News in Perspective.
SIU for a year in 1962-63
for special studies in crystallography at Cambridge University,
England, and at Plant Pathology Talk
"The Gen~tics and PhyZurich, Switz'~rland, under a
National Science Foundation siology of Plant Pathogen
senior post-doctoral fellow- Interactions as Exemplified
by the Northern Leaf Blight
ship.
Disease of Corn" will be the
topic of Arthur L. Hooker of
Richardson to Speak
the
department of plant
Steve E. Richardson of the pathology at University of IlPh.cement Services will speak linois at 4: 10 p.m. Wednesday
to the SIU Block and Bridle at Lawson Hall Room 101.
Club at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in
The program is sronsored
the Seminar Room of the Ag- by the Department of Botany.
riculture Building.
The public is invited.
Richardson will discuss
employment
opportunItIes
avaikble through the Placement Service.
PHONE 684-6921
THEATRE MURPHYSBORO
of geology, has resigned to

MARLOW'S

Rt. 148 south of Herrin
Gores open at 6: 30 P. M.
Show storts at 7:00 P. M,

Starts TONITE!

TONITE THRU SAT.
TONITE SHOW STARTS 7:15
Continuous SAT. from 2 :30
REG. ADM. 90t and 35¢
n
''4

~

A&,jn9jnfut'-·~

'I)
,.
[

U!UN

OllJlN

,.,~fIA..mNti
ELON
JOEY BISHOP
'. i TEXAS AcROSS
''',.,. ' \ In

;,.',)" .;~ THE RIvER
,

l"ECHMCOLORe

1l:00
Moonlight Serenade

1:00 p.m.
On Stage!
2:15 p.m.
The Diary of Samuel Pepy's
3:10 p.m.
Concert Hall

Campu, Shoot-Off
To Be in Old Main
The Student Activities Office has announced that a campus-wide shoot-off sponsored
by the SIU Rifle Clt:b and the
student acrivities recreation
committee will be held from
1 to 5 p.m. Friday and Saturday, April 29 and 30 at the
rlfle range on the fourth flool'
of Old Main.
The contest is open to all
students, staff andfacultywith
no entry fee except 75 cents
to cover cost of ammunition.
Student activities will supply contestants with Remingtion "22's" and four international shooting targets.
Shooting distance will be 50
feet.
The threE:: best total scores
will win a free trip to a St.
Louis Cardinal baseball game.

Fuller Discusses
Cities of Future
Pan of an interview with
R. Buckminster Fuller, research professor of desilO1
at SIU, was telecast Sunday.
Fuller was interviewed by
Walter Cronkite, CBS newsman, for the !lerjes "The
21st Century." Sunday's segment in the series was"Cities
of the Future" and Fuller
was interviewed about his
geodesic
dome and the
possibility of erecting a huge
dome over mid-Manhattan.
Cronkite conducted the interview in Fuller's geodesicdome home in Carbondale on
Oct. 18.
Fuller's appearance on the
show Sunday was of about twO
minutes' duration.

.... LOLITA
will be at the FOX
Late Show this weekend.

Shop With

DAILY EGYPTIAN
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Is My Country Right/ Wrong?
My central thesis is that we
have seen an increasing use of
propagandistic means to justify and continue the war in
Vietnam. My concern here is
to point out the absolutist
mentality which governs propaganda and the threat which
it poses to democratic institutions which rely upon open
and reasoned debate.

or respectable middle,
whether reasoned or passionate, with some form
of irresponsibility. The
appeal, of course, has to
resort to some common
prejudice. A shocking
example of this is to be
found in our own "Daily
Egyptian." In its policy
with cartoons about the
Vietnam war, a large
The first direction taken by
number of these show the
a propai1;ar.distic appeal is to
critics of the administra~
absolutize the "good guy/bad
tion as shaggy bearded,
guy" distillction. It is a hard
scroungy, blue - jeaned
thing to maintain relative distypes. Never does a demtinctions and it is even harder
onstrator - critic appear
to argue complelCi(y rather
as a pin-striped, conserthan simplicity. T
appeal of
vatively dressed scholar!
the propagandist Has always
The implication is clearly
been to simple solutions and
that criticism is ro be asabsolute sides.
sociated with the "irresponsible
detractor
In its clearest form this type
from our society."
of simple-minded absolutism
I have two serious objecgoes to its ultimate conclusion
in thl) form of, "My country tions to this propagandistic
right or wrong." This l'aying campaign (three if one counts
was American in origin - yet a plea for more balancpd carit was precisely for this type tooning); First, supposedly a
of thinking that we have con- democratic SOCiety is one in
demned and han ge d war which all shades of optnion
criminals. At Nuremberg the are to be heard. And this
app'.?al of the defense was includes the blue~ jeaned defrequently that the accused tractor. He has as much in~
was doing no mOTe than following the laws and dictates of
his country-he was being perfectly loyal and patriotic. The
prosecution contended, however, that an individual does
have a responsibility to a highPresident Johnson has said
er moral law (not w lawlessness) when the laws them- that the war in Vietnam is a
test
of endurance; and at least
selves are had or when the
country
is clearly going at home, his war is being won
in
these
terms. Two years of
against the higher moral law.
persistent escalation and in~
rhose who are convinced nuendo have lefr hi!; critics
that we are wTong in Vietnam frustr<lted and 'Jespniring.
nor only have the right to be ["hey have rold tile PresideD!
heard, but they ought not to be that· the war is immoral nlld
accused of fomenting anarchy. irrational, but the response
rhey appeal [0 morality as has been hostile indifference.
their justification, not to taste Their final arguments have
or mere preference.
been offered in vain; arid no

makes the critic a conservative in the best sense. Supposedly the conservative is
one who wishes to conserve
or preserve personal and civil
freedoms-which include the
right of free speech and free
press.
The second idea based upon
a version of absolutism is one
which results in a vicious
circle. The argument goes as
follows: Because our national
security is involved in this war
certain information must be
restricted. Only those in the
government inner circles have
access to this information.
Therefore only they have the
right to decide and we must
follow their wisdom. This is
contra the critics who are now
claimed not to have enough or
proper information for criticizing the government.
Again this pieCl' of reasoning is based upon the "My
country right or wrong" type
of absolution. The conclUSion
that critiCS have no right to
criticize because of lack of
information contains a number
of half. or really atbestquar~
ter ~~·uths.

Ka Credo
K A i s an independent
dedi cated
10

I i cat i on
free"

wr i tten

expression

pubthe
of

sf udent opi nl on on mat t er S of
concern to the Uni ver $i ty com.
muni ty. The pol i ci es of KA
or e the r 8sponsi bil i ty of the
edi tor >. St at amen'S cont oi ned
her ei n do not neeessar i I "I r e·
flecl lite opinion 01 the odmi ni sf rot i on or of any de_
partment of the Uni versi ty.
Communi cat i on5 sh-oul d be
addr essed 10 KA, c/o St udenl

There is one more argument
being used which is based upon
the absolutist assumptions I
would like to mention, partly
because it relates more im~
mediately to the war itself.
This brand of comment and
-:artoon '~onccrns itself with
thE' "r.\orale of the boys fighting and dying over there." The
argument is that debate at
home. lingering doubts, etc.
relative stands. (l personally
wOlJld feel better in Vietnam
were I to know that some people were still debating the

Dissent Over Vietnam

This tendency to distinguish
clearly between the "good
guys and bad guys," however,
does not always remain on the
hlatant and obvious level. During World War n, the "stupid,
crew-cur and fat Nazi-pigs,"
and the "slant-eyed and buck~
teethed
Japs" appeared
everywhere-now they appear
ridiculous, particularly since
they are now strongholds of
Western - type democracies.
So far this simple-minded absolutism has not appeared. But
its concommitant movements
have.
The first associated idea
based upon the assumptpon that
we are the clearly established
"good guys" and the "Enemy"
clearly the "bad guys" is
again related to the notion of
"My country right or wrong."
It is the use of the well tried
and successful "guilt by as~
sociation technique."
The reasoning goes somewhar as follows: If my country
is right (and doubt cannot be
entertained if one has already reached that cor.clusion
under the species of absolutism we've described),
then whoever criticizes my
country is suspect (in some
degree). Has this form of
propaganda appeared? The answer must be a clear "yes."
It takes sev':ral forms;
The first form of association by gUilt is one which
attempts to associate all
criticism and question~
ing, whether scholarly or
opinionated, whether left

new course of action seems grounds that outweigh the
open but bitter acquiescence professed goals for which the
and silence-the total victorv President makes war. KA has
the President envision!' in his agreed to give us weekly space
battle for n>osensus.
in which to offer our views,
We feel that disF;cnt Cliso and we invite other interested
mu,.;t endure. We maintain that members of the university ~o
the war is immoral and ir- joir u,; in putting together our
rational, ~lnd rhat no man who weeklv article.
belk·ve,.; rhGt it is ,.;hou Id allow
Froncis D. Adams, English
himself to be siler.c.cd. DisHOllert P. Griffin, English
sent must persist, just as
0011 Ihde, Philosophy
Johnson has, because it is
Barry Sanders, English
based on moral :lOd rational
Lon R. Shelby, History

alienable right to speak freely
and publish freely as his
business-suited p<;er. The
right to free speech and a free
press does not distinguish Letween "American" and "unAmerican" ideas! Besides, I
suspect that if our bearded
friend were to be listened to
we might find that he has a few
legitimate gripes-after all we
would hardly claim to be perfect (unless we were really
)solutists).

of information cannot be
openly public domain (troop
movements, etc.). But usually
this type of information does
no! substantially effect the issues of debate. The reasons
why we are fighting supposedly
are public and that is what is
being debated. (I have no interest in fighting myself or in
encouraging anyone else to
fight for something about
which he has no knowledge.
This is ciearly irrational.)

1 he second objection is
more serious. Not all criticism is of the same type. As
a matter of fact most of the
printed criticism I've been
able to see has not come from
bearded, blue - jeaned collegians, nor even from (he
occasional artisl who refuses
a White House invitation.
Rather, most of it has come
from
seasoned rC'porters,
scholars of the politica1 scene,
and student!'l of Asian studies.
If the cartoonist wants to rep~
resent things accurately he
ought to draw a keyed profe!'lsor rather than the bare·
footed ~rudent.
What is rather sad about
this logic which begins with
absolutizing the "good guy /
bad guy" distinction and ends
with the discrediting of the
critic is that it is precisely
the critic who vehemently and
openly defends the democratic
institutions which are being
thTeatened in the very name
of Democracy. I suppose this
It is clear that certain types

Secondly, this argument
usually relies on a hidden assumption, i.e., that all facts
of whatever kind need to be
available in order to make a
proper judgment concerning
our position. This is just not
rrue. In the first place, one
never has all the facts in any
issue lx!fore having to make a
decision about the appropriate
action. And in th~ second
place, what is much more im~
porr:Jnt than the sheer amoum
of facrual material is the
amoum of relevant material.
The Administration has not,
nOT do I hopt.' they eve r will say
that they are withholding information relevant to the centTal issues in Vietnam.
And thirdly, if vital infor~
mation, parricularly the information relevant to public
debate is being Withheld, then
this is a most serious and
grave threat to democratic institution" and should be protested loudly and vigorously.
undermine morale. Therefore, one ought [0 cease such

open CrItiCISms because it
weakens the war effort.
This is at once the weakest
and strongest of the arguments. It is the strongest be~
cause it is probably factually
true that prolonged debate on
the home scene does weaken
morale.
But it is the weakest argument because it most clearly
depends upon the "my country
right or wrong" assumption.
It assumes that the war mU!'lt
go on no matter what, that
morale must be high in order
to win this war, etc. But if
this assumption is not supporrable, then the conclusion
does not follow at all.
That is not, however, all that
is involved. In the first place I
suspect that morale does nN
depend entirely upon the arguments of the folks at home. I
suspect that some of the low
murale people have their own
doubts (some have been voiced
by persons of high rank ',\lho
have resigned ovp r the issue;
others have expressed que.~
tions over ,heir orders to
shoot at Civilians. etc.
And finally, thiE' ar~ument
reli.:'" upon an absolutist md,tality among the militar\. It
believes that the onlv c"om~
mitment arises from rhefeeling of complete and solid
agreement rather than the
comitmel,{ to relative stands.
(I personally would feel better in Vietnam were 1 [0 know
that some people were still
debating the is;:ue, at least
then I would be convinced

Act i vi ties,
or
phone Wor 1 d
Headquorter s-_batr licks
H-311
453- 2890. (I f no answer. phone
St udent Gover nment, 453· 2002. )
ConI enl Eeli lor: T' ,mas ,.
Dawes; Managi"9 Edi tor: W.
larry Busch; Associllte Edi·
tor:
Bard
Grosse;
Stoff.
Dovi d A. Wi ~ son, Lurry MeDonal d,
Johanna Verkamman.
Jerry Wolf, Kaly Glatl, Stan·
I ey Dry and Chat I es Cal t
ni 9, Jr. Advi So~: George Me
Clure.

issue, at least then I wo~::: ."
that democracy was opt.'
various opinions and haJ ne,
solidiEed into a monolithic
structure of opinion which is
more characteristiC of a
totalitarian than a democratiC
country.)
Don IMe
Professor of Philosophy

To Professor
Barry Sanders
With slashing, savage motion
The
vicious -ripping blade
sweeps low
Over plain and jungle land,
Cutting weaknesses, tearing
strength,
Searing the living ••• and dead,
Indifferent apocalypse,
Melting flesh, broiling bodies,
Radiation of hell,
Ter ror-truth.
The monster rises over no
man's land,
Then starts its pendubm path
·of death,
Diving downward, shriek of
doom,
Returning, continuing muti ~
lation of mankind,
To rise again, a!l:lin, again
In dreadful, timeiess, senseless rhythm:
Hise and sweep, Rise ant1
sweep,
Tear and burn, Tear and burn.
In time with this we breathe,
we pray,
We turn to those of yesterday,
And asked ti~e taunting, echoed
phrase,
Many no w or all tomorrow~
Many now or all tomorrow~
The ghostly skeletal figure,
grinning in ghastly joy of
pain,
Swings the bl ade with love of
history,
With fleshless form, unfeeling
faith,
Seasonal endurance, .:.
care.
From out the gumles
less gap,
Gnashing fangs in fixe
Thunders with ma.;;hi·
•..:'"
paSSion,
:-'lanv now or ,"11 r()lTorrow'"
~lan)' now or .11l tv.norrow')
printed word \\..;, P~I"S
before'
Our te';]r-dimmed <.:\"e;~,
When word" uf n·ow grasp
our heart!".
Only ,;ay to rhis one: man,
Thi" ha;: been before, bdore.
rhi:" will come 3gain, again.
[he

:-'Iutanr,

~crealT,ing,

mangled

maSS2~.

Writhing in the aftermath,
As
crushing skies explode
around
And sirens tear the eardrum's
life,
~Iam now and all tomorrow.
~(an; now and all tomorrnw.
Rill Wallii'
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The Other Side of the Coin
Dear Editors:
Have you heard an interesting speak-out lately? You
are lucky if you have. Most
seems to be the commonplace
jibes at President Morris, and
his policies. Because of the
fact that these "speak-outs"
aren't well listened to, I
thought that KA was the best
possible way that I could be
heard.
No, I'm not here to heap
criticisms on Dr. Morris, or
the Board of Trustees. I want
to examine the facts as one
student sees them.
1. Housing and Motor Vehicle Policies.
It seems that most students
would advocate almost nil regulations on ~hese two items.
It was interesting to hear a
student at "peak-out say that
he was here for an education.
not to worry about whether
his cycle would be ticketed.
He told how the idea of "in
loco parentis" was being extended at Southern, while at
most universities was being
broken down.
Maybe. this student was right
about "in loco parentis" being
extended here. Why is it? After
all, we are the responsible
students who got this school
rated as one of the top party
schools in the country. Weare
the students who broke win-

As an occasional reader of
Jenkin Lloyd Jones' enlightening columns in the Daily
Egyptian, the column last
Thursday entitled "Guidelines
Pr0mote Reverse Racism"
did not necessarily surprise
me.
What has continued to surprise me, however, is the
general quiet of the university
community-especially
the
faculty and students-concerning his views about race
relatiuns. I'm not sure
whether this quiet indicates
general agreement.
Tht' "equality" cry presently being offered by many
whites in America in reaction
to the Afro-American struggle
for freedom is no more than
a continuation of our already
disgraceful history of discrimination.
Shibboleths of tolerance and
equal opportunity are used by
Mr. Jones io1 an attempt to
discredit any attempts by
slightly more enlightened federal officials to help the minority groups.
Mr. Jones' argument is tnat
after a continuous history of
barbarism, brutality. and
forced servitude for AfroAmericans, the white power
structure in America has the

Je done, l',nd it was. How many
of you student rights advocates
would have the nerve to face
this man you criticize so
much; and then have the intelligence to offer a valid
suggestion?
3. Rocks, shrubs and trees.
It might seem like a waste
to you would-be rioters that
so much time and energy
should be spent on trees,
rocks, and other assorted
shrubs. How many of you have
ever been to the campus at the
University of Illinois? Not too
much to complain about there
is there? Not a rock in Sight.
Just a lot of closely packed
What has the administration ordinary buildings. Doesn't
got to listen to? A bunch of sound too beautiful, does it?
cherry bombs going off in the
Moo parking lot only says
one thing: I'm a little kid,
I can't handle the responsibilty
of being mature. I'll give you
an example of what Dr. Morris
listens to. Fall term a friend
of mine moved into his room
on Thompson Point. The room
was not one of the best in the
house, so my friend wrote a
letter to Dr. Morris askin'l
what could be done about it. He
had complained to his resident WHY LAUGHTER?
fellow and to other authorities
Culminating a four-week
with no results. At seventhirty on a Saturday morning, USO overseas tour of military
Dr. Morris came to his room bases, a select group of Southto see for himself. Mr. Morris ern PlaYE'rs presented a snapagreed that something should py production of COME BLOW
YOUR HORN at the SIU theatre
last week. James Harrington's
setting seemed to solve one of
the most difficult problems of
our proscenium openir.g - how
to design a living room that
would be equally visible from
every seat in the house. And
director Christian Moe's
staging effectively utilized the
er.tire playing area and coordinated a fast-paced and
neatly pre cis e production
which was wcll received by our
audiences. One could only wish
that the furniture in a realistic
serring be placed realistically,
i.e., all the chairs of a room
seldom face rhe same direction. Rut wa,; the setting
realistic? This swell New
York b a c h e lor apartment
sported black walls unadorned
by paintings. (Have you ever
attempted to light a blackwalled room withG-E lamps?)
responsibility of issuing no And the exit doorway seemed
more than an edict stating to lead either to a fire escape
freedom of opportunity for all. or into thin air.
In an apparent logical lapse,
Of the actors, Peter Goetz
Mr. Jones adds that it might seemed to acquit himself most
be properto verbally castigate admirably. Without wasting
the white majority for past time or movement, he handled
the semi-Yiddish accent well
sins.
The ridiculousness and im- and incorporated the mannerpractibility of such a policy ism and attitude of the absurdshould be evident in an edu- ly fanatic father to provide
cational environment. A n some of the funniest moments
analogy might be evident if in the play. Z. J. Hymel IV
we were to amputate a stu- was equally adroit as the older
dent's legs and then declare brother, exhibiting a natural
that he will have an equal ease which gave the play
opportunity to compete with smoothness. Both he and John
other students for a place on Callahan, as the younger
the basketball team.
brother, did much to sustain
The hypocritical attitude is the swift pace which gave the
clearly evident. The attitude comedy its necessary imof hypocrisy is merely an petus:However, Mr. Callahan
extension of most American seemed to be playing a highpolicy as preached by that pitched boy of fifteen instead
great progressive and liber- of a young man celebr,:lting his
tarian, LBJ.
twenty-first birthday. CharLBJ tells the nation that lotte Owens· delightful charwe must have law and order, acterization of the "dumb
that we must stop crime in broad" was inventive and conthe streets. He tells us that sistent. Constance Brennan,
Violence never accomplished as the suffering mother, and
anything-that violence will Judy Sir,k, as the on-again-offonly hurt the cause of free- again bride, seemed to have a
dom-that we must come to- difficult time finding the
proper key and tempo.
gether and use reason.
SURE. While he bomhs the
hell out of the people of Viet- WHA T IS COMEDY?
nam!
COME BLOW YOUR HORN
Bard Grosse

dows last spring. This is the
side that faces the public.
You can't threaten the administration with more of
these riots. That just isn't
a responsible act. If a student
needs a car, he is given every
opportunity to get one. It is a
rough fight. I know; I went
through it for a work permit,
but it isn't impossible. As for
housing rights. Don't tell me a
student wants unsupervised
housing so that he can study
better; he wants it so that he
can party better.
2. The unWillingness of the
administration to listen.

C,',
'
;- ·~""'Inill!!!lo
i-~'~~!!~ia
...

Maybe the students are too
busy criticizing this campus
to notice it. Beyond those
rocks and trees sits Lawson
Hall, which Professor Schlipp,
one of the leading philosophy
instructors in the nation, calls
the finest lecture facility in
the country; the srudentunion,
which wasn't there ten years

ago; the library, one of the
finest in the state.
Before you go out to the
Moo parking lot, and lose some
more of the rights we have,
look around. "If you don't like
it here, you can leave." I like
it here. I'm staying. Maybe
I'm square.
Richard Montgomery

Ka Review
of Come Blow· Your Horn
was l\eil Simon's first palpable Broadway hit. Since
then. he has enjoyed extraordinary success with BAREFOOT IN THE PARK. THE
ODD COUPLE, and SWEET
CHARITY. Thus. one may assume that the author's ethos,
having been established inNew
York, would act as a cue for
the
hinterland audience's
cheerful reception. However,
When all the laughs have been
laughed, what exactly is funny
about COME BLOW YOUR
HORN? Buddy Baker runs
away from home to live with
his older brother, Alan. As a
birthday present, Alan offers
Ruddy one of his girlfriends as
a bedmate. This is nor a problem for Alan because we soon
he'lr him manipulating a business deal over the phone in
which he procures a prostitute for a prospective client.
An old-fashioned, tyrannical
father enters and accuses his
sons of being "bums' because
one is a delinquent employee
living a lecherous life and the
other is about to become the
same, We are asked to laugh
at the joys of fornication.
Latf'r a "typical:' befuddled
mother, who cannot remember simple telephone messages. wanders about the stage
continually complaining of
nausea. Furthermore, we are
asked to be titillated by a
character who swings his
backside in our faces. At
play's end, we are told that
immoral experiences serve as
beneficial training for a young
busine<;sman. (Please do not
compare this play to HENRY
IV.)
In the tradition of those
'"memorable" Doris Day Rock Hudson epics purporting to be sex comedies which
the whole family could enjoy,
COME BLOW YOUR HORN is
a bedroom farce S""" bedroom which asks us to suspend
our sense of proprit:ty and to
1::.Igh at the very things we take
most seriously. In the end,
comedy is that which is risible
at a given time and place. It
is motivated by a regenerative
impu1,se wh:ch seeks not to
understand life but to hold
" i [ " up for observation so
that we can tease and enjoy
it. However, Mr. Simon's
brand of comedy isolates two
essentials: brevity and togetherness (in its most emotionally sentimental form).

The jokes must fly fast and
furiously so that we will not
have time to think about them.
Only when the crowd laughstogether can we allow ourselves
the prurient pleasure of laughing at someone else. (We would
feel guilty if we were caught
laughing as individuals at
mental ill n e s s and immorality.)
What is comedy? This is an
easier question to ask than to
answer. because in attempting
an explication we leave the
realm of comedy. It cannot
bear tou close a scrutiny because analysis of comedy (and
life) is a serious business. In
the modern id)om, the range of
comedy extends between rhe
conflicting social poiariri{'s of
what the oddball (who is" tn")
finds funny and whar makes rh,'
average person (who is "ou( ')
laugh.
This antagonism is proper
since comedy is founded lfi
social interaction. In McLuhan·s language, the "in"
comedy of the oddball (whether
egghead or beatnik) is a cool
medium; the "out" comedy -.f
the average man (whether rich
or poor) is a hot medium.
Thus, a play like COME BLOW
YOUR HORN is basically a hot
comedy because it does noc
directly involve the audience.
It unifies them in a hriefly
blissful togetherness in which
they laugh at someone else.
On the other hand, the
grotesque or ironic comedy
exhibited in such avant-garde
plays as WAITING FOR
GODOT, WHO'S AFRAID OF
VIR GINIA WOOLF, and
HOMECOMING (or movies
such as ALFIE and BLOWUP)
would be cool because it endeavors to isolate audience
members by forcing them to
laugh at themselves (if they
dare). By forcing personal involvement, this kind of risible
drama threatens to expose us
and, thus, in retaliation we
label it as blasphemous. However, I submit that COME
BLOW YOUR HORN (and similar plays) is a greater threat
and the actual blasphemy; in
its sugar-coated, mendacious
form it makes believe it is
other than it is and causes
war by tempting us to laugh
at the serious weaknesses of
others.
Charles Gattnig, Jr.

April 19. 1961

Phillipine College Head
Visiting Campus Today

SPRING CONCERT PREPARATION--Warren
van Bronkhorst. conductor, and members of
t he Souther n 111 i noi s Symphony wi 11 pr esent a spr i ng concer t at 4 p. m. Sunday in
Shr yock Audi t or i um. Feat ur ed solo vi oli ni st wi i I be Her ber t Levi nson, Uni ver si t y

program will inSer enade No.
inA maj or by
Brahms; Concerto for Violin and Orchestra
by Samuel Barber; and the First
Sc(.n~
from pet r ouchka by St r avi nsky. No admi 5sion will be charged.

New Home in September

Museum's Move May Improve Status
By Gary Anderson
The SIU museum will be
moved from Altgeld Hall to
the ground floor of Old Main
next fall.
According to the curator
of exhibits, Frederick Schmid,
the move to Old Main should
improve the status of the museum.

Gallery oj Creativity

To Begin April 28
The sixth annual Gallery
of Creativitv. sponsored by the
Activities
Programming
Board, will be presented April
28, 29, 30 in the University
Center Ballrooms.
The event enables students
and faculty to display their
achievements in arts and
crafts.
Nine entry categories include art, photography, pottery, applied art and design,
graphic arts, engineering design
and
architecture,
creative writing, sculpture
and musical composition.
Judging and awards will take
place on Friday, April 28.
Applications for the Gallery
of Creativity may be obtained
at the information desk of the
University Center.

"The move ro Old Yiain
will give the museum rhe opponunity to expand to new
exhibits and to put more reliance on the educational va lue
of ~ach exhibit," said Schmid.
Schmid wants to coordinate
each exhibit with course work
at the Universi£y.
"I am trying to get away
from the pure specimen exhibits; I want the students
w not just see but to learn
from each exhibit," he declared.
The new museum is expected to open in September
with exhibits in science, communications and technology.
Other museum exhibits wiil
be on display at a later date,
Schmid said.
Construction zlready has
begun with the old music and
math rooms being changed t(.o
impressive exhibit halls. Museum exhibits will be in five
exhibit halls, the foyer, and
in the stairway leading to
the second floor. Schmid said
6,000 square feet of exhibit
space will be used, 1,200 more
than that used in Altgeld.
Schmid, thedcsignerofeach
exhibit at the museum, said
that a new type of display

case will be ussd. Wood paneling will be located in front of
each display case with a viewing space for the public. The
cases will be supported by
steel
channel standards.
Schmid said they are the only
display cases of this kind in
the linited States. He added
that the museum would also
have walk-in exhibits where
the visitors can actually touch
the specimens.
Schmid said he does not
want the students to think
of the museum as being only
of educational value.
"I feel that this new museum can entertain as well
as educate," he said. All students are welcome ~o inquire
about any exhibit, he added_

Foundation Members
Pldn Vi sit and Picnic
Members of the Student
Christian Foundation will Visit
the Children's Service Center
at Hurst-Bush 5:30 p.m.
Sunday. A visit and picnic
With the children are planned.
Anyone wishing to attend
may sign up at the Foundation.
913 S. Illinois Ave. Free tnnsportation will be provided.

SIU Groupto Be

A.rlculture Seniors

Convention Hosts

eigy Chemical Company

Pi
Si;;ma
Epsilon SIU
marketing fraternity will be
host to the fraternity's national convention Thursday to Sunday at the Chase Park Plaza
in St. Louis.

~-~~

~:=-

CAMPUS SHOPPING CENl EP
PHONE 0;49·3560

Mario P. Manese, acting
predident of Tarlac College
of Technology, Tarlac, the
Philippines, will be on campus
this week to incorporate ideas
with foreign students and to
study techniques of the SIlJ
Technology Department and
Agriculture Industries Department.
Manese will meet with
faculty members and students
to get ideas for his current
administrative stu die s of
Philippine education.
Today Manese will observe
the foreign mechanism system
and the test farms of the Agriculture Department as guest
of Eugene Wood, associate
professor of agriculture industries, and William A.
Doerr, instructor in agriculture industries.
Manese will be a guest of
Dean Caldwell of international
services committee at 9 a.m.
Thursday and of John Hawley,
director of community development service at 10 a_m.
Thursday.
Anyone wishing to meet
Manese may do so at a coffee
hour at 9 p.m. Thursday in
the Wham faculty lounge. The
coffee hour will be co-soonsored by the Asian studies
committee and the international services division.

On Friday, Julian Lauchner, dean of the School of
Technology, will be 11anese's
host.
Manese received hi!' bachelors degree from Northern
Philippine College in 1952.
Manese is hoping to learn
from his visit ways to better
Philippine administrative and
educational programs.
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See Us For "Full Coverage'-'

Auto & Motor Scooter

INSURANCE
Finandal

R~spono;.i.bl1tt ..· FllinR~

EASY PAYMENT PLAN

FINANCIAL RESPONSI3ILITY
POLICIES

FRANKLIN
INSURANCE
AGENCY
703 S. Illinois Ave.
Phone 457 -4461

Wind-up an evening of
extracurricular activities
with a trip to Moo.

~
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will be interviewing
Thursday, April 20

for sales positions in
the midwest.
See placement office
for details.

.

701 S. University
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Atomic Commission Head to Speak
Glenn T. Seaborg, chairman of the Atomic Energy
Commission since 1961, has
accepted an invitation to speak
at the Edwardsville campus
May 26.
Discoverer of numerous
radioactive chemical elements and former chancellor
of the University of California
at Berkeley, Seaborg will appear on one of the final programs in SlU's dedication of
its new Science Building and
the year-long dedication of the
2,600-acre campus.
His address will be at 2:30
p.m. in the Science Building.
Seaborg was cowinner of
th~ Nobel Prize in chemistry
With E.M. McMillan in 1951,
and he received the Enrico
Fermi Award in 1959. One
of the books he has authored,
Elements of the Universe. won

the Thomas A. Edison Award
in 1958.

The year of dedication of
the Edwardsville cam pus
started with ceremonies last
May 13, and a jam-packed
series of public events, particularly in the areas of
science and fine ans, have
been held since that time.

W'L~"N
Shoemaker. Chi caso' s Amer i can

The $4,1113,000 Science
Building opened in the fall
of 1966, and the first classes
In the $3,453,ooOCommuniC3tions Building were held With
the beginning of the winter
quarter in January of this
,year. The $5 million University C enter opened last month.

"tJ
Jrene "
Only the best
in flowers
607 S. ItIinois

457-6660

Complete Opening September, 1967
Room Only Summer '67

flRLL

'THIS CALLS FOR THE HIGHEST KREMLIN DECORATION!'

Texan, Missourian Will Join
Agricultural Industries Faculty
Two appointmems to the
Department of Agricultural
Industries faculty have been
approved.
Thomas R. Stitt, a native
of Gladewater, Texas, was
named instructor to fill a
vacancy left by the resignation of Charles Worstell,
agricultural engineer.
His
appOintmem is effective immediately.
Donald D. Osborn of Fairfax, Mo., was appointed assistam professor as a resource
economist, beginning Sept. 1.
He curremly is a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Missouri working
on a study of economic
development in the Ozarks
region.
Stitt, whose major field is
agricultural education, received his bachelor's and
master's degrees at Oklahoma

State University and is a Ph.D.
candidate at Ohio State University.
Osborn is a 1960 graduate
of the University of Missouri
and received his doctorate in
1964 in agricultural economics
from North Carolina
State
University, Raleigh. He was
on the North Carolina State
faculty from 1963 until taking
his present position last June.

WHAT'S WITH
WILSON HALL?
Why another big resident hall? What will it be like?
How's the food?

CAROL JOHNSON

Phone
for an
appointment today

7 -5715

Is discipline childishly tight

or will anything go? )fyou sign up and don't like it are you
stuck with your contract?

Here are some straight answers With encouragement from
SIU administrators, wea group of Illinois businessmen-invested in the
construction of a reSident
hall for men students.
WILSON HALL!
When we started this venture several years ago,
housing was in short supply. While this is not the
case in 1967,weknewthis
situation would occur. But
we also knew there was
still a need for the
"right" kind of livinglearning men's dorm.

Portrait of lh .. :llonth

The rooms?

By the time your younger
brother comes here two
things will have happened.
T he housing supply will be
in balance with the number of students. And we
hope we will earn his
patronage because he will
have heard from you that
Wilson Hall is the finest
"living - learning" en-·
vironment for the dollar
at SIU.
We're starting now to
build the Wilson Hall
reputation for value by offering you the kind of
place }o~'ll enjoy. Leading architectural and interior decorating firms
have planned excellent
facilities. With the
guidanc~ of educators and
young men at SIU we are
incorporating fl e x i b 1 e
poliCies that are built
around suggestions.

In every sense, this will
be YOUR HALL.
Tht.:re Will be rules, of
course. But they will be
the kind of rules you want
enforced. You will have
responsibility, authority
and freedom. You will
have your rights at WHson
Hall • • • and also the
right not to have others
trample on your rights.
If you're a man who intends to succeed in your
academic life • • • and
wants to enjoy life While
doing it, then Wilson Hall
is for you.
We use the plu"ase, a
"living - learning environment" to sum up
what we offer. The living
part simply means those
comforts and conveniences that make life
pleasant-good food, lots
of it, comfortable beds,
h e a It h Y enVironment,
academic and recreation
faCilities, etc.
But these are not frills.
These comforts and services are designed to conserve your energies for
study and learning-which
is the primary reason you
are here at SIU.
To further help your
study, we offer rooms that
are ,. sound proof" study
lounges, optional tutoring
services, and-well,come
see for yourself. Visit
Wlison Hall at Park and
Wall Streets, and talk with

Don C lucas the resident
manager.
Ask him about our unique
"one-quarter contract".
This is a solid way of
proving that the "livinglearning" values offered
at Wilson Hall are everything we p>:,')mise. Weare
so sure you'll like living
at Wilson Hall that if you
stay even one week, you'll
want to stay with us until
you get your PH.D.

FACILITIES

4 floors of comfort.
Elevator Service.
100% air conditioned.
Electrically heated
Controls in each room
Carpeted recreation
lounge
Dining room carpeted
with fireplace.
Inside and outside recreation areas
Social-~tudy lounges on
each floor
Swimming pool
Room jacks for TV and
phones
Canteen
Superb food
all at modest rates

plus ONE-QUARTER
CONTRACTS AVAILABLE
See Don Clucas
PARK & WALL Sts.

CARBONDALE

Phone 457 -2169
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u.s. Will De-escalate

if Viet
Does Likewise Says Rusk
WASHINGTON CAP) - The
Southeast Asia TreatyOrganization opened its annual fore! g n ministers mee t i ng
Tuesday
with
flashes of
discord which threw a cold
and bitter light on the efforts
of some members to ignore
or paper over the deep rifts
in the alliance.
Secretary of Stare Dean
Ru~k used the initial public
se>,~iun to issue a new peace
aplX'al to Communi~t North
Vietnam, s:Jying;, "I urge
Hanui to make U,;(J of ~ome
machinery or di r:lnmatic process to engage in discussions
that could lead to peace."
He said the United States is
prepared to de-escalate the

conflict "whenever we are
assured that the North will
take appropriate correspond··
ing steps."
But Rusk himself had just
told the conference that Hanoi
has met with "curt refusal"
every peace overture so far
offered. And he indicated he
does not expect any quick
change in that attitude, speculating that Hanoi still believes
it can win the fight for ,:outh
Vietnam.
In a revi~w of SEATO's
connections with the war in
Vietnam, Rusk recalled many
occasions on which fureign
ministers like those assembled here had issued warnings

U.S. Approves

Saigon Suggests Pullback
SAIGON (AP)-Welcoming a
Canadian
peace
propos~l,
Premier Nguyen cao Ky's
governmenr suggested Tuesday that warring forces pullback from the demilitarized
zone to help (reate a climate
for t;llk",. ;\ U.S. spokesman
sa i d
the
Lnir.:d States
appr lved.
Ii!lnoi's publk re>,ponsc to
C 31lJda 's bid, set forth by
Forc'ign Secretary Paul l\lartin, had been ::l rejection from
Nhan Dan, the newspaper of

the North Vietnamese Communist parry.

against "Communist aggression" or expressed "increanist pressures in Southeast
Asia.
But Thailand's foreign minister, Thanat Khoman, bluntly
blamed much of southeast
Asia's warfare on "SE A TO's
inaction and impotency." He
said SEA TO's failures "gave
the Communist expansionists
the green light for launching
into a much bolder adventure
in Sou.h Vietnam."
SF A TO was organized in
1954 and Khoman said it hiled
to meet its "first test" in
1959 when Communist forces
undertook to overrun much of
Laos.
Ktioman also said his government's recent decision to
allow its SEATO allies, particularly the United States,
to use military installations
in Thai territory "is designed
to give a meaning to the organization or otherwise it would
be reduced to a useless carcass."
The eight-nation alliance is
holding its 12th annual meeting
of foreign ministers. France,
which is opposed to the U.5.
rol" in the W,lr in Southeast
Asia, did not send any representative' boycotting the ses-

A buildup f)f combat divisions on both ~ides has made
the zvi1c, d buffer territory
extending three miles each
way from lhe border betwt!cn
the two Vidnams, a bash·
point that could ,;et off the
bigg;l'st b~ttll' of the war. ('.S. Sif)n.
intellignect:' olficer" consider
Pakisran is represented
Hanoi ha,; :1.),000 regulars in only by its ambass~dor to
pO>'ition for :1 possible in- Washington, r\gha Hiluly, invasion attempt.
stead of its foreign ministerwhich diplomut~ rook 3S a slap
at SE;\ TO and the United
States. Pakistan has opposed
U.S. bomhingof North Vietnam
and would like to see the Vietnames,", war ended quickly, a
point which Hilaly mad.., clear
Arrington noted that a in his speech to the opening
variety of amendments have meeting at the Slate Departbeen offered ro the voters in ment.
recent years and that most of
them met with aetea£.
If the vote rs in 19MI
approved the calling of a constitutional
convention, the
1969 legislature would have
to set lip macilinery for elecPASADENA, Calif. (AP)ting delegates.
Surveyor .3, irs c.:ourse relined
The dele)!;atcs would re- by a series of short rocket
draft the Constirurion, which bursts ill space, headed "righ~
would then he resubmitted to down the old barrel" Tuesday
the votes for acceptance or toward its target on the moon.
rcjection.
All it has to do to continue
The f(ous(: F xecutive Com- looking like a textbook SUL..;ess
mittee, hy 3 17 to 2 vote, is:
endorsed a con-cun proposal
Rrake itself to a gentle landsimilar to thL" on!' passed by
ing on the Sea of Storms
the Senate.
OnL' opponent, Hep. :'Joblc Wednesday night, send earthIce, H -Chicago, said the con- ward phoros of itself and the
ventinn method "is the worst te rrain, then scuop sume soil
posc.;ible way to amend th,_' with its sl,indly arm and send
back an anaiysis.
Constitution. "
Scientists at the jet proThe Executive Committel'
killed ~ proposed constitu- pulsion lahoratory. controltional am~'ndme;'i which would ling the mission, said odds
have authorizl'J a :\ ppr CL'n! don't favor J1erh:ction. nur
state inC'im" rax for edu- tht·v said the ~arne of Survey'flf I, which rc·turn,_·d I I ,2~O
cationa PUq)(,SL·>'.
I he rcsolUl inn, offered by pictures ,1ftPr I;]ndin;r I ,,--'t
He-I' • .lohn 1\1~I!p, J) Dec:Jtur, .J unt:. Surv,: v() r 2 ,. r :lS hl':.! due
W~l·· rejected 1:\ to 2.
To I!:uidancc' [;Jilur<.:.

State Senators Call Jor Illinois

Constitution Change Next Year
SPRINGFIELD (APl-With··
out a dissenting vote, the Illinois Senate passed Tuesday
a resolution calling
for a
constitutional convention to
redraw the state's nearly ccntury old charter.
The measure sailed to the
House on a 50 to 0 vote. If
approved by the required twothirds members of the House,
the
propoSition would be
placed beforc the voters in a
statcwide referendum next
year.
The Illinois Constitution
was drafted in 1872 and
changes since that time have
been piecemeaL In 1922, when
the last constitutional convention offered the voters a new
charter. it was rejected.
Jr was not known whetht·r
Tuesday's Senare action would
kill other pending constitutional amendment proposals.
Among House leaders there
was strong senriment for an
amendment to permit annual
Il'l!i:-:lativo sessions.
'In th~· /louse Fxc,utivc
r:ltPlfnittee, an 'lmendm .... nt
::tillnK fo( ;, n·duction in the
\,(.r!!~~

~I~t.'

. lI(j. I r~cd
' ... li.

frllm 21 to 19 was
:Hltl :-'v nt ro the n'lo r ..

I.V.

Hu!--~(.·JJ

,\ rrin~ton

.,f: '.Jw[(Jn. C(lI' Icad<.r.s;,id
it w;, c; ,;lc ... "ns(:nsu" (jf the

Surveyor on Target

For Moon Landing

~~~~.

~ l(j\RO~

UDENT~~.~.
Mo-n -'F'ri.
NIO~ ~.)
.

,PRICE/

i

,1;,'"

1-6pm

BERLIN (AP) - Leonid I.
Brezhnev d~clared Tuesday
the time had come [0 prepare
for a world conference
of
Communist parties.
But to
aVOlJ the feud With Red China,
the Soviet party leader keyed
the call to a need for greater
unity in supporting North Viet-

OPTOM ETRI ST
Examinotions

'lFFICE HOURS· 9,00

TH~

10

5; 30 Do;)v

"KEE" TO GnOD VISIO~J
CONTACTS: 559.50
GLASSES FROM $12.70

WHE:-I THE OCCASION
CAL.L.S FOR

MOVING
TRY
KEENE

nam.
The Kremlin has been calling for a world conference With
the apparent aim of kicking
Red China out of the Communist movement. But wishing to avoid a break with
Peking, Romania, Yugoslavia
and the Italian Communists
have balked at such a meeting.
Commenting on Vietnam.
Brezhnev charged that
the
United States is fighting a
"robbery war" that
would
eventually end in its defeat.

UNITED VAN LINES

Carbondale
457 -2068
Budget Plan Moving
MOVINr. WITH CARE ..• EVfRYWHERI
AUTHORIZED
AGE.,T FOR

~~B
~,..-,~
«0

United Van Lines
f(l ALL 50 S1·.o\'rES
.,JOTi!' Than 100 JO'oreign !..ano.s

Win a free trip
home to get
money!
(Or enough Sprite to
throw a loud party every
night for a semester.)

Don't wr ite home to get money. Just
wri te a college newspaper ad for
Sprite. You may 'Nln a free top home
to ask fo~ the money in pe~son.
What should your ad say? How tart
and ~,c.gllng Sprite is. And how it
roars' rlzzes' Bubbles! Gushes!
And tastes! (And how!) Not too
sweet. Not too innocent.

1st PRIZE

~~QQ_J11 TRAVEJ,J;RS C"ECK~o~
~Q2~::-~;'';_~ OF

S?R:;:T;;

~00 ?RG~_~~Ll~~.:~~~
so:..f y'Ju ca:-,'t ):;''; :-,:)::.eln pe:-so:':.,
USE

t~etelo:9hc

~

..• =:::

.

-~~~~!.e yo·... :
:. ~

'.!:c :::I.;"e

J.d.

::.:::~-e~€

y~l;:

'yo'~

ca::

pO'::lt.

t~e 1:ay

y:l':' :!1:.r~~ ·.to·~:d
:'":e·... ~;:Ja;:.e:- :-ead-:!:-s.

::c·P~lst:.cated fla-:or .
IA :~.~. ::: ..... .:g~ o~ Sp-:-:tE '10::1 glve you the ldea
- - t::c'~~:-: you do:".': ~a':e to cuy anythlr.g to e:!te!"'. )
~:eat:-.ess CO"::-.~5. a ~:.~tle. Cleve:-r.ass counts a lot.
Y0~-: ad .:a:-. =-= a-::y :-3:1gth--:'f it f.lts thlS space.
la·~: ~-=::E:::;"~ Y?';'~e :oct -.v:-ltlng a te:-:::pape".l
~e::d ~3::h ad j"o::, s-... ~:::. t to Ad.:: for Sp;-: te.
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Brezhnev Wants
Red Conference

:~.·~e:-~5~

":(JT1:'lituti"nal qudv commi,;·
.~i(ln That the ("(Institution needs
t..
be revised in a number

",~uy

Sanders, Kansas City Star
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On College Campuses

Speck Sees

Carmichael Urging
Draft Resistance
NEW YORK (AP) - What
are the aims of Stokely Carmichael, the black
power
advocate. and his Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Comminee?
As gleaned from a series
of speeches Carmichael has
been making on college campuses, they range from mass
Negro resistance to the military draft to the introduction
of Swahili as a foreign language in Negro schools.
Carmichael
also
urges
Negro students to be proud
that they are black.
"We must stand up and say
'our noses are wide. our lips
are thick, our hair is nappy.
we are black and beautiful',"
he wId an audience at Texas
Southern University in Houston.
At a University of Texas
campus meeting in Austin,
Carmichael said that "hopefully the full strength of black
power will be felt in the
national electioI!s of 1972it's at least a five-year organization plan.'
In a speech at Florida A.
& M. Carmichael called on
Negroes of military age to
f{lrm '~a gigantic antidraft
system."
The first few Negroes who

I n Editorial

First Visitors
CHICAGO (AP) - Richard
Speck, convicted killer of eight
student nurses, said Tuesday
he could have escaped from his
cell at the Peoria County
Courthouse.
Speck also saw his first
visitors since arriving Monday at the Cook COUnty Jail.
He had an hour-long talk with
his mother, Mrs. Margaret
Lindbergh, and his youngest
Sister, Mrs. Carolyn Wilson,
both of Dallas, Tex.
Speck. 25, said he could
have escaped from his Peoria
County Courthouse cell a number of times during the [womonth tria1.
"I could have grabbed a pistol which the guards kept hols[ered but I didn't sec what
I could gain," Speck told Warden Jack Johnson at Cook
County Jail.

tell their draft boards. "Hell
no. we ain't going" might
wind up in jail, Carmichael
said. "But we'd soon get it
so Negroes wouldn't have to
get drafted."
He counseled Negro students in several of his
speeches that ., if a white man
hits you - break him ••• if
a hunky tries to shoot you,
kill him before; God gets the
news."

Speaking at a meeting at
predominantly
Negro Bethune Cookman College in
Daytona Beach, Carmichael
asked:
.. Are you studying German?
What good will that do you?
Why not study Swahili: If
you know Swahili, you can
talk to your African brothers
and the white men won't know
what you are talking about."
Swahili is a language of the
Bantu tribe and is commonly
used in trade and government
in East Africa and the Congo.
Carmichael also set forth
his definition of black power:
"the coming together Jf black
peoplc to fight for {heir freedom
by whatever
means
necessary."
•. It's not a question of
Civilization, baby." he sald
in a talk in Tallal>assee, Fla.
"It's a question of survival."

Valtman~

Britain Sends Nurses
LONDON (AP)-The British
Red Cross announced it is
sending four nurses to treat
civilians in the Mekong Delta
of Somh Vietnam and is willing to send medical supplies
to North Vietnam.
The first
nurses leave Wedncsday.

Coppolino Sent for Drug Says Doctor

NAPLES, Fla. (AP)-A New
Jersey physician said Tuesday that seven weeks before
Carmela Coppolino died, he
shipped a supply of a lethal
drug to her husband, Dr. Carl
Coppolino.
Dr. Edmund Webb said Coppolino "told me he wanted to
determine if the drug succiny1choline could be detected
in the body of a cat after
death."
cal's reference to the problem
T he Witness,
associate
.. must be read in the context medical direcror of the Squibb
of the teaching of the church." Pharmaceutical Laboratory at
While the editorial was
Fords,
N,J., wasmedical
the last
of
essentially another restate- the
prosecution's
witment of the church's estab- nesses.
lished position, it's timing
Immediately after Webb left
and length gave it
special the stand. State Attv. Frank
importance. It was the longest Schaub said the s'tate would
editorial yet on the developing go with its next witnesses
birth control debate.
into motives for the charge
It was the first official com- that Coppolino murdered his
ment to come from the Vatican wife by drugging her.
since the weekend publication
These motives, he said,
in
an American Catholic were a desire to collect a
weekly of the secret report $65,000 insurance policy on
from t~e Pope's birth control the life of his tiny, 32-yearcommission urging him
to old wifc, also a doctor; and
permit contraception.
Public disclosure of the repon's contents upset Vatican
officials. Many saw it as an
attempt
to force the Pope
-New and Used
before he was ready into
making the statement .m birth
- At: Kinds
com:.:ol that he has promised.
Pope Paul has also asserted
·WmTrade
that until any changes in the
binh control rules are made
the rules are not in doubt
and Catholics must reject
SPORTING GOODS
mechanical
or
chemical
Murdale Shopping Center
means of contraception.

SPECIAL

Tuesday- Wednesday -Thursday

DRY CLEANING
Shirt-LAUNDRY

t_G

OUTSTANDING COURAGE IN FACING A MOB OF VIETNIKS'

Birth Control Regulations
Still in Effect Says Pope
VATICAN CITY (AP)-The
Vatican sternly warned Roman
Catholics Tuesday that they
must still
observe their
church's teachings against
artificial contraception.
The reaffirmation of the
rraditional stand appeared in
a blum editorial in the Vatican
newspaper l'Osservatore Romane. There was speculation
that
Pope Paul VI himself
had written it or ordered it
written.
The unsigned editorial declared that the Pope's encyclical "Populorum Progressio"
the development of peoples
issued last March 28 must not
be misinterpreted as containing any changes on birth
control. It said the encycli-

Hartforti Tir.1es

AND THIS WAS PRESENTED IN l'ARIS FOR

la":61
JIM'S

TROUSERS
SKIRTS (plain)
SWEATERS

to free himf'clf (0 marry a
well-to-do divorcec, ~tary
Gibson, a few w;;:cks after
Carmela's death.
Schaub outlined the next
steps in his case while trying
to introduce John L. Keaveney,
a Freehold, N.J., banker and
former FBI special agent, as
a witness.
In a flurry of defense objections, Schaub said Keavency would identify threatening
letters and postcards written
by Coppolino to a nurse in a
hospital where he was em-

*LP's
*45's
Stereo's & Color
TV's

Williams

i~IO~y~e~d~i~n~19~6~2i'iiiliiiil;ililiiilll.~ii.~21~2~$:.~I~II~in~o~iS~iiiiii,

ROOMS FOR
SUMMER

SALUKI ARMS
&
SALUKI HALL
SUMMER RATES

CALL 457 -8045

COATS
SUITS
(2 pc)

3 $149 $l J9
FOR

largest selectionV'
in Southern
Illinois

Eacb

CAMPUS SHOPPING
MURDALE SHOPPING CENTER
HERRIN 212 N. PARK

Shirt
LAU~DERED

5

FOR

$119

DRAPERIes
20%

OFF
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Folk Arts Society
ToSponsorConcert
Jimmie Tarlton, 75-yearold folksinger from Phoenix
City, Ala., will present a concert at 9 p.m. May 6 in
Morris Library Auditorium.
Tarlton is known for his
steel gUitar style of playing
and for his blend of mountain
folk, city blues and Hawaiian
pop music.
Tickets for the concert,
sponsored by the Campus Folk
Arts Society, go on sale Monday at the University Center
information desk. All seats
are 51.

AND THE GRASS GROWS ON--Members of the Physical Plant
mow more than 300 acres of the 680 acre campus every week during th., springtime and sometimes more often depending upon fertilizer, soil and weather conditions. Forty-onepieces of mowing
equipment are needed to keep the grounds tidy around Southern
Hills, University-owned property on both the east and west sides
RUDS Through

of the railroad tracks, the University Park area, trailer court, the
campus proper and the various play fields. The 25 push mowers
are aided by their big brothers -one 60-inch, four 40-inch, two 31inch whirlwinds; three 16-foot hammerknives, one 11-foot gang
mower; one 6-foot bush hog, and a 72-inch reel type machine.

Saturday

Pan American Festival to Begin Thursday
sociateat professor
of government
SIU, speaking
about ~;J;~r::;~!::~~!!~J!I!~!I!!!!!~!!
the "Organization of American States, 1890-1967."
A banquet and closing ceremonies will be held in the
Rer,aissance Room of the University Center beginning at 7
p.m.
According to A. W. Bork.
Your eyewear will be 3
director of the Latin Ameriway .. eorrecl al (A,nrad:
can Institute. the purpose of
the festival is to help promote
L Corred PretmpIion
interest in Latin America.
%. Correct Filling
"S1U's affiliations with
3. Correct Appearance
Latin America began in 1958
with the presence of eight or
ONE DAY lien ice available
ten specialists in Latin
tOr lII08I eyewear •
-59
American affairs here on the
sm campus," said Bork.
At Experimental Theater
"Then in 1958 the Mexican
•
OUR REG. $69.50
•
• TllOROUCH EYE •
summer study program began.
• CONTACT LENSES I
I EXAMlNA110N •
At first the program ran on
L
-..1
• _________
now
alternate years, but in 1960
the program became a yearly
event."
"The Rogues' Trial," a play Faltas of Cairo, Egypt, Guy
The Latin American Inw r itt E' n by contemporary Giarrizzo, Chicago; George stitute is willing to help people
411 S. Illinois-Dr. J.e. Hetzel Optometrist 457.4919
Brazilian dramatist Ariano Kane, Springfield; Anita Vega, who are interested in Latin
Suassuna, will be staged at 8 Skokie; Dennis Mitchel, Deer- America ''lith research inp.m. Thursday and Friday at field; Ronald Szatkowski,Chithe Experimental Theater in cago; Jean Wheeler and James
the Communications Building. Reynolds.
The play deals with probTickets are available at the
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING ORDER
lems of church, prejudice and information desk of the Uni.-CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES
·CumplfOt .. '!U <"lIons 1-:0 usinK b.dlpotn1 pf"n
social injustice, according to versity Center.
,Minimum
.! 110(,,::-1)
-Prtnt In all CAPITAL LETTERS
Anthony Semi nerio, director
-In !»'"'l"tlon :;:
: DAY.
. \~.: lit·,. Ii.,.Onf" numhpr ur ItoU .. r pf"r !'ilPHC'"f"
of the play and a graduate stu13 DAYS
,,'< I,,·t lin.
Do nur U:;U'" sppPl'nlf> ~p.u·" fur pUn('tuatJon
dent in theater.
Skip spac,.~ h .. twt"t"n wurd!lil
5 C;.YS
"50_ ,,)., 1m"
The play is being presented
Cuunt an". p.uT vf
Jlno(" as a full lin ..
DEADLINES
as a feature of the 14th annual
·'too"v '";,""01 bf" rf"fun"~d If ad i~ .-.IfKt'U .. d
Pan American Festival being
"'n ... II,; E~\'pll;an t'l"SPt'\'f"S Ihf" rl~ht I..., r"J~I·t an'\'
'lI.ht"rtl"ln~ .·\~P\
held this week.
An SIU· student has filed
fhe cast includes Naggy a $100,000 lawsuit against the
Illinois Central Railroad.
Foundation Set. Supper
Suane B. Huff, a sophomore
I DAILY EGYPTIAN CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM
from Chicago, is seeking damMail order form with remittance to Daily Egyptian, Bldg. T-48. SIU
To A id Cancer Fund
ages from the railroad for
NAME _____________________________________________ DATE _____________
The Jackson County Chari- injuries suffered in an actable Foundation will present Cident in April, 1965.
PHONE NO.
ADDRESS
The suit claims the stua chari'iY supper beginning at
8:30 p.m. Friday in the Car- dent's motorcycle was struck
CHECK
ENCLOSED
3RUN
AD
~
KIND
OF
AD
by an lllinois Central engine,
bondale Elks Club.
:~ 1 DAY
:=For $01(' Emproyment C Pe1"sonol
All proceeds will go to the resulting in major damrge to
FOR
T
3 DAYS
American cancerSociety. The Huff's right leg. The l(.:g was
~~I .',
;1"'.'" - ..
:-:For R('",
Wanted
:: SCf'vi
::SD",YS
cost will be $ i . 50 per person. later amputated. He also reEntc-rtoinmcr:t
Offeree'
=-= Found
START _ __
. -J'" • ...
Jim Wood's orchestra will ceived multiple external and
r ] Help Wonted :...-: Wonted
='=Lost
internal injuries, the suit said.
provide the music

The 14th annual Pan American Festival begins on the sm
campus Thursday and wHl
continue through Saturday.
The theme of this year's
festival is "Ruben Dario;
Symbol of Latin American
Cultural Unity."
The festival will open at 8:30
a.m. Thursday in the Morris
Library Auditorium with the
registration and reception.
Ralph W. Ruffner, vice president for Student and Area Services, wlll serve as greeter at
the opening session.
A luncheon will be held in
the Renaissance Room of the

University Center at noon.
The Thursday afternoon
session will begin at 2 p.m.
in Morris Library Auditorium
With Charles D. Watland, University of South Carolina,
speaking on "Ruben Darioyla
Generacion del '98."
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the
Experimental Theatre in the
Communications Building, SIU
theater students will present
"The Rogues' Trial," a play
by Brazili::m dramatist, Ariano Suassuna.
Friday's activities will begin at 8:30 a.m. in the AgAgriculture Seminar Room,
wi[h William R. Garner, as-
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Sex Education Factor

Illinois Program to Stop Syphilis Under Study
By Pam Arnold

Public Health Service byname
and address so that chronic
offenders can be apprehended
and statistics can be kept up
to date.
Although the Health Service
doesn't treat many cases of
venereal disease, the cases of
gonorrhea outnumber those of
syphilis, according to Dr.
Clarke. He added that many
students may go to other doctors or may not seek treatment at all, so no accurate
count for the University is
available.
Dr. Clarke said that students sometimes hesitate to
come to the Health Service
for treatment because they
think they will be reponed to
University authorities.
Although cases must be reponed to the Public Health
Service, they are otherwise
treated like any other infection-usually With large doses
of penicillin, according to Dr.
Clarke.
Doctors who don't report
cases that come to them are
usually operating on the "good
fellow" principle, Dr. Clarke
said. They don't report friends
or patients who ask that they
not be reponed.
Another important aspect of
the campaign against venereal
disease is reporting contacts
to a physician at the time
of treatment. "By not reporting contacts," Dr. Clarke
said, "patients are actually
doing a disservice to someone instead of protecting
them."

An Illinois program to aid
in a campaign to stamp out
syphilis is now under crmsideration.
The campaign, under the
leadership of the U. S. Public Health Service, involves
such prot-Iems as sex education, according to Dr. Walter
Clarke, director of the Carbondale campus Health Service.
A state committee is now
studying the advisability of
sex education in Illinois elementary schools, Dr. Clarke
said. If approved, the program would be introduced in
to elementary schools within
the next two years, he added.
Such a program would help
overcome one of the problem s
faced by the U. S. Public Health
Service in their campaign to
stamp out syphilis by 1972.
One of the biggest obstacles
is the failure of physicians
to report approximately 100,000 cases of venereal disease
each year, according to U. S.
Surgeon General William H.
Stewan. Along this same line,
many patients do not repon
contacts to their phYSician.
Another problem, the one
the Illinois program would
relate to, is the reluctance
of public education systems
to inform students about venereal diseases through sex
education programs.
Dr. Clarke also stressed the
necessity of reponing cases
of venereal disease to the

Visiting InstructortoSpeak
OnMusicSkillsforRetarded
Music as a vehicle to help
develop skills and confidence
in mentaliy retarded children
will be explained when Richard
Weber visits the SIU area May
4,5, and 6.
Weber, associate professor
of music at Trenton (N.J.)
State College, has done special research with the mentally retarded since he was
a young man living in Peoria,
where he was born.
There an incommunicative
neighbor boy interested Weber. who tried out the therapy
of music and found it successf'll. Weber taught the youngster to play the organ.
"The boy's attitude improved and he developed to
the point where he holds a
job," Weber remarked. "If
it hadn't been fOT the mechanics of mUSiC, he probably
would have continued to sit
on his front porch and rock."
Weber. who says the primary goal is not to make musicians out of children as much
as to use music to develop
self-confidence and skills.
such as reading and writing.
will have a busy schedule here.
Thursday he will be on campus with teachers and students
in special education and music
education, speak over WSILTV (Ch 3) on "The Hour" between 4 and 5 p.m~, and _ad-:

t"e.

dress the SIU student chapter
of the Council for Exceptional
Children during the evening.
Friday he will visit special
education c I ass e s in the
Murphysboro. Mar ion and
Carbondale schools. Saturday.
from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
in the University Center ballroom, Weber will conduct a
workshop for area teachers of
special and music education
and other interested persons
including volunteer workers
With the mentally retarded.
Wener's appearances here
are sponsored by the Egyptian
Association for the Mentally
Retarded, With cooperation
from concerned departments
of SIU. the Council for Exceptional Children. and the
Marion. Murphysboro and
Carbondale schools.

Social Work Careers

This part of the fight is
also stressed by Dr. James
Lucas, assistant chief of the
venereal disease branch ofthe
Communicable Disease Center in Atlanta, Ga.
Dr. Lucas said that known
contacts are urged to take
treatment immediately, without waiting for the development of symptoms. By their
doing this, the disease can be
cured in its earliest stages.
The symptoms for gonorghea may be unnoticeable in
the female, but males usually
notice genital and urinary
tract discomfort almost immediately, according to Dr.
Clarke.
After the initial phase, the
disease may subside spontaneously (this is very unlikely)
to an inactive but infectious
stage, or may eventually cause
female sterility. In a more accute form it can cause arthritis and hean disease as
secondary effects.
There is no blood test for
gonorrhea, and this is one
of the reasons it may not
be discovered in the early
stage.
The symptoms of syphilis
develop over a long period
of time. The primary stage is
usually marked by a sore
which does not easily heal.
Dr. Clarke pointed out that
many people fail to notice this
primary stage. Blood tests
are negative at this time.

pregnancy, and for many preemployment physicals.
The blood tests are run by
state or state-approved laboratories. All positive reactions must be reponed to
the Public Health Service.

EUROPE
or 26 days air/roil

TURKEY

$238.00

RUSSIA

$156.80

or 17 days air/roil

SCANDINAVIA 5190.80
ENGLAND!o~lS S25.20

lAST
79 BUCKINGHAM PALACE RD
LONDON S.W.t. ENGLAND

Ham & Beans
with cornbread

80(

(in Steak House till 5)
(in Little Brown Jug or

Pine Room anytime)

BOOK
SALE

sh~1I

Time!

Make a shell with our
new cotton, nylon, or
ocyrlic yarns.
549-2044
Murdale Shopping Center

i

I
120%ro6 O% OFF
BUYS OF A LIFETIME

I

I

Plastic Boun"
And Paperback8

Slightly Defective
Regular

l~

I

OVER 4000 TITLES
-Fiction

I

History

Literatu re
-Poetry

Political Science fArt
-Sociology
Philosophy
-R~ligion
- Many Other Categories
-Science
II
One Day Only

kni 1fIn' (nook
It's

$190.4

GREECE

Giant

Topic for DiscD88ion
"Careers in Social Work"
will be discussed by Henry
Stern of the Jewish Community Centers Association at the
meeting of the SIU Social Work
Glub at 8 p.m. Thursday in
the Missouri Room of the University Center.
Election of club officers
will also take place. All students are invited to attend.

Other stages include a secondary phase which may be
much like a cold, with mild
fever. sore throat and a rash.
This is followed by an infectious latent stage during
which no symptoms are noticeable. Next comes a late
latent stage during which the
disease is progressing, but
is not infectious.
The dividing line between
the two latent stages is extremely hazy, but usually
comes about four years after
the disease is contracted.
The final stage comes many
years later, when damage to
the central nervous system or
contracting of hean diseases
may occur.
Besides observable symptoms, there are many laboratory tests used to determine syphilis. The most common is the blood test, performed before marriage licenses are issued, durin!!.

'l

j!

\

,'\

Thursday April 20 9AM-5PM
University Center Ball Room B
Sponsored By l' niversity Center Book Store
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'Family' Workshop Set for July 3-14

Kids' Tour of Farm
Planned Saturday

An anthropologist. Dorothy
Lee. will conduct a two-week
workshop on "Working With
Families of Many Cultures"
in the Department of Home
Economics Education
this
summer.
Mrs. Lee, who was born in
Constantinople. Turkey, of
Greek parentage. is a graduate of Vassar College, holds
a Ph. D. degree in anthropology from the University
of California at Berkeley.
She taught at Vassar for 13
years. three at the Merrill

Children of the SIU faculty
or students can see the
animals at the SIU farms at
2 p.m. Saturday.
The free bus trip and guided
tour will leave from east entrance of the University
Center. Sheep, swine. cattle
and horse centers will be
visited.
Those interested should
sign up for the children in
the StudE'nt Activities Center
by nOOJl Friday. Parents caD
accompany their children on
the bus. However, members
of the Dames Club will serve
as chaperones if needed.
The Activities Programming Board and the sru Dames
Club are sponsoring the trip.

BUMPUS
BOOM
Really

Fink Talks at Meeting
Herbert L. Fink. chairman
of the Department of Art. was
a speaker at the 20th annual
Conferel'':e on World Affairs
at the University of Colorado.
Boulder. recently.
Subject
of his address was "Sub-Cultures in America Today."

Palmer Institute and three at
Harvard University and currently teacher part-time at
Iowa State University.
The workshop. Miss Fults
said, is designed for teachers.
home adVisers and others concerned With the role of the
teacher. and the cultural relationships in family life and
family life education. It will
be held Monday through Friday
July 3-14, meeting from 12:30
to 2:20 p.m. and will provide
two quarter hours of graduate
credit.

ROCKS
JAZZ PIANIST-Vince Guaraldi. Argentine-born musician, will
be featured at 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. Thursdav on the University
Convocations Series. Guaraldi composed and played music for the
recent "Ch:ulie Brown" show.

(DANCE TONIGHT)

213. E. MAIN

\

\

f

CfORG~~NE AllXAl'OmR. CHICAGq; ..,. .. ·i \ . \'. ~
'.' .. '
.,\\\'\\\

"This is the smoothest I can get my naturally
curly hair. Gorgeous, isn't it?"

"Look what Curl Free did! So sleekI can't believe it's me!"

(This is how Georgeanne Alexander looked before
using CURL FREE. nd these are her words.) "Girls with
straight hair tell me I'm lucky to have natural curl.
They just don't know! I leave the house with smooth
hair... and get back home looking like curlylocks. In
the winter it snows and-instant ringlets. And summer
humidity makes my hair frizz up and go wild.
"\ saw an ad for CURL FREE in a magazine. It said, 'I
was a curly-headed baby, but baby look at me now~·
The results looked marvelous. I would like to try it.'·

'·Oh ... it's beautiful! I've always wanted straight hair.
Now I've got it. And I did it myself with CURL FREE. Gee,
I'm just like the ad: 'I was a curly-headed baby, but
baby look at me now!" ··-GEORGEANNE ALEXANDER.
Comb those natural curls right out of your hair with
cool, creamy CURL FREE. Even
if your hair is so tight and curly
it puts up a real fight-it will
NEW,
surrender to CURL FREE. Just
keep on using it and you'll see.
'''U"'tft-
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Future Teacbers Studied

Pressure to Publish Distasteful

Wi 11 isms.

Detroi t

Fr"e~

Press

'STAND-IN'

Decline of Rural Popnlation

A study of a select group
of would-be college teachers
shows that they expect many
satisfactions from their chosen career and one major
dissatisfaction--the pressure
to publish.
The study supported by the
U.s. Office of Education
reveals that members of the
group "undoubtedly will be
among those who do publish
and publish often:'
What bothers them is the
expectation of being "pressured to publish before they
have something to say--publication for its own sake:'
On the plus side. the investigators find that these
career-minded teachers expect most satisfaction from
"work,
association.
and
friendship with college-age
students." and the intellectual
challenge of the academic
community.
These expectations are reponed in a sample study of
the factors that led nearly 100
college seniors to pick college
teaching as a career. The
seniors won graduate fellowships in 1965 from The Danforth Founcation, a nonprofit
educational group.
The study explored
the

backgrounds, motives. and
characteristics of these Danforth Fellows. For example.
it found that the most common
reason for wanting a college
teaching career was: "I felt
that 1 could make the greatest
contribution to society in this

area."

Understanding the reasons.
hopes and personal traits that
influence a vocational choice
of this kind, the investigators
believe, can be of great help
in identifylllg and encouraging
potentially good college teachers at a time when higher
education faces an urgent need
for high-caliber faculty.
Other significant findings of
the study are:
About a fifth of the Danforth
Fellows wanted to be college

teachers before entering college. and better than two fifths
had made up their minds by
their junior year. Virtually
all had chosen this career by
their senior year.
As new faculty members.
the Fellows would like to spend
about SS per cent of their time
in teaching activities. Twenty
years later they would prefer
to cut back on teaching and
devote more time to research
and writing.
Ideally, they
would like to give no more
than eight per cent of their
time [0 administrative duties.
The would-be teachers hope
to begin their careers at the
kind of institution where they
did their undergraduate work,
usually a private college or
university.

.Modernequipment
.Pleasant atmospher
• Oates play free

A rticle Analyzes Problems
Of Southern Illinois Towns
The shift in population from
rural to urban regions and its
effects on three small (Owns
in southern 1111n01s is the subject of a recent article appearing in the April edition
of Trans-action. a publication
of the Community Leadership
Projects at Washington University, St. Louis.
"The Decline and Fall of
the Small Town" was written
by William Simon and John
H. Gagnon, senior research
sociologists at the Institute
for Sex Research at Indiana
University.
The article is an analysis
of three neighboring rural
towns in gouthern Illinois. Although fictitious names (East
Parrish. Clyde and Spiresburg) were used, all are located within 40 miles of Williamson CoUnty.
Simon and Gagnon explore
the problems which face the
three small communities.
population changes in all
three. range from six to 21
per cent.
East Parrish has had very
little change, while Clyde is
hoping for improve me nt
through federal water and land
development projects. Spiresburg. the smallest of the three,
has attracted several new industries and is reconstructing its economic base.
Despite the progress shown.
the authors feel that the leaders of the towns are not concerned With the (Own's future
and that most of the small
towns will become' 'isolated
and decayed." They see a time
when' 'only the aged. the inept.

the very young-and the local
power elite will be left in the
small [own."
The decline of the small
town has been gradual. but
steady. Unless action is taken
to preserve them they will die
off and t.he megalopolis conditions of the east coast will
become a r~aiity throughout
the United States. the authors
wrote.

Dependable

itf'1·'!,i;!i1

- '67 Coronet Station Wagon,
Full Power. Foe. Air •• Disc
Brakes, New Car Warranty.

-'66 Cadillac DeVille, 2 Dr.
Hardtop, Full Power, Foe. Air.
-'65 Plymouth Sport Fury, 2
Dr. Hardtop, Full Power, "26
Engine, " Speed, 1",000 miles
of Foe. Warr.anty Remaining.
_'64 Dodge Dart 270, " Dr., 6
Cyl, Standard Trans.
-'64 Valiant, 4 Dr., 6 Auto.
matic:
-'62 Chrysler 300 H, 2 Dr.
Hardtop, Full Power, Foe. Air.

SMITH

MOTOR
SALES
1206 W. MAIN

o

UTheF1'iendly Dormitory"
Accepted living center for the women of Southern Illinois University

NOW ACCEPTING
CONTRACTS FOR SUMMER
$145 Summer Quarter Only

We're Air Conditioned
and
Close toTown

(Next to University Bonk)

I

CAMPUS B~~g:R
PL ...·, .,

G BARBERS
CAMPUS SHOPPING CENTER

Mrs. Geraldine Pitchford

549-3809
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Salukis Grab Baseball Honors

SIU SKYDIVERS--The Southern Illinois University Skydiving
Team, shown above, will be in Tahlequah, Okla., this weekend
for the Collegiate Skydiving Championships. Team members are,
clockwise from top right, Jim Reider, Gordon Cummings, Denny
Niemann and Richard Makurat.

2 Teams Will Represent SIU
In Skydiving Championships
It will be raining people
over Tahlequah, Okla., this
weekend.
The air will be
filled with white mushrooms
of parachute canopies, as this
small Oklahoma town will be
the site of the 1967 Collegiate
Skydiving Championships.
Southern will be ably represented by two teams, both of
which will be out to bring the
championship trophy back to
SIU for the second consecutive
year.
S I U skydivers won the
championship last year at
Texas A&M University in
College Station. The event
will get underway Saturday
and proceed through Sunday
evening.
The SID Skydi.ving team will
be represented by Gordon
Cummings, Richard Makurat.
Denny Niemann
and Jim
Reider.
Cummings and Makurat
were the big SIU scorers in
last year's meet. finishing
1-2 among SIU parachutists.
Cummings has logged over
410 jumps in his career and
Makurat owns 160 jumps.
Niemann has 150 jumps to
his credit and the newest
member of the team. Reider
has about a dozen jumps.
SIU will also be represented
by the SIU Sport Parachute
Club. The club president and
coach is Miss Pat Meiron.
Representing this club in Oklahoma will be Tom Stowell,
No. 4 scorer for SIU last
year, Mike Lanigan, Roger
Neuman, Fred Weinert and
Bill Huff.
The SIU Skydivers have already defeated Alabama, last
year's collegiate runner-up,

and St. Louis University skydivers this season.
The Air Force Academy
took third in last year's meet.
Teams will compete in four
events: novice accuracy, fur
skydivers with less than 50
jumps; advanced accuracy, for
those With better than 50
jumps; team accuracy, three
members of team are measured for combined accuracy
after elCiting the plane simultaneously; and style, where
the jumper is judged on speed
and performance of aerial
acrobatics.
Team and individual trophies will be awarded to the
top finishers and SIU has two
chances to own the team trophy for another year.

The Governor's Baseball
Tournament is over and SIU
walked off with everything except the umpire's chest protector. The Salukis carried
home the Governor's Trophy,
the Most Valuable Player
Trophy and placed two men on
the all-tournament team.
Don Kirkland won the Most
Valuable player award for his
two-hit masterpiece against
Eastern Illinois. Kirkland also
turned his talents from pitching to hitting, driving in the
winning run as the Salukis
nipped the University of Illinois, 7-6.
Kirkland was also selected
to the all-tournament team as
the best righthanded pitcher.
Rich Hacker, the Saluki
shortstop, also was selected to
the tourney team. Hacker had
five hits in 13 trips to the
plate in the tourney for a .385
average.
Arkansas State placed three
players on the team. The
Arkansas team placed infielder Dana Ryan, outfielder
Wayne Pitcock and catcher
Criss McGuire on the team.
Pitcock was also named the
most outstanding outfielder in
the tourney.
Western Illinois also placed
three players on the team.lnfielder Terry Brecher, outfielder Bruce Bickhaus and
pitcher Joe McLaughlin represented the Leathernecks.
Brechner was voted the most
outstanding infielder in the
tourney.

REMINDER

ALPHA KAPPA PSI

RUSH

TONIGHT from 8:00 to 10:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY CENTER BALLROOM

getting more attentir,n from
professionals SCOUtS each
time they take the field. A
wtal of 14 scouts from 13 of
the 20 professional teams
were in the area for the Governor's Tournament and five
of them stayed to watch the
Salukis play Indiana State.

EARN
$3600.00
THIS SUMMER
OR MORE
Students like yoursel' made
$2400.00 to $6000.00 last Summer
selling "acation p... pe.,., in North·
..... Indi ... _. It WIIS their lst year.
(Their na__ on reque.t.)
Thi. i_ "ot a door to door job.
Customers COlliE TO YOU. We

y Gil ~radGIe Sigru Deal

toal .. you. S 100.00 per weer. draw.
ing account after opprentices'.'p.
Lib_a' commission. On'y set'tior
unde.,roduote ... d graduate stu·
d.... ts need .. pply. Write:

With Detroit Pialona
DETROIT (AP)--Tom Van
Arsdale, who reponedly received a substantial money
offer to play for the Indianapolis entry in the fledgling
American Basketball Association, has signed a new, twoyear contract with the Detroit
Pistons.

~OLUMBIA REAL TV CORP.

P.O. Box 52, Dept. EG,
Indiana-46962

,",0. Manchaster,
1
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Rehabs Increase
Lead in Bowling
The Rehabs added one-half
point to their league lead in
Faculty··Staff bowling. The
Rehab!' beat Chemistry 2.5 to
.5 and VTI could o:Jly manage
a split with Zoology.
Data Processing regained
the first division by taking a
four point forfeit from the
University Center. The Alley
Cats also swept four points
from Financial Assistance.
Zoology had the high series
of the week with a 2,684. Dean
Parsons of the Zoology team
had the high individual series
with a 520. The high game for
a team was rolled byCounseling and Testing with a 938 and
the high individual game was
rolled by Lew Runkle of VTI
who had a 201.

Illinois placed two men on
the team to complete the selections. The lllini placed infielder Mike Murawski and
outfielder Mickey Smith.
Gene Jordan of Eastern had
the best batting average in the
tournament. Jordan pounded
OUt eight hits in 14 at bats
for a .571 avera:;e.
Rich Duewel ofWeste>rn was
named the best base runner in
the event on the strength of his
four stolen bases.
The Salukis now own a
record of 22-3-1 on the heels
of the four wins in the tournament plus a doubleheader win
over Indiana State Monday.
Southern also has a winning
streak of eight starting with
the 16-0 victory over Memphis
State April 8.
Coach Joe Lutz will take his
team to Columbus, Ohio, this
weekend for double headers
Friday and Saturday with Ohio
State. The Buckeyes are the
defending N C A A baseball
champions.
Southern's baseball team is
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Dad is sure to get a thrill o"t of watching the Salukis go,
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Don Kirkland,Rich Hacker Named loAII Tournament Team
Two Saluki baseball ph'vers
were given special praise for
their performance in the Governor's Tournament.
Don Kirkland, the Saluki
pitching ace, and Rich Hacker,
Saluki shortstop. were oelected to the all tournament team.
Kirkland also won the award
as the most valuable player
in the tournament.
Kirkland's
story
isn't
strange. Last year, Kirkland
appeared in 14 games as a
pitcher and finished Wittl a
won-lost record of 7-3. He
also had an earned run aver-

age of 3.33 and struck out
93 batters in 78 innings.
He has a blazing fastball
and a more than adequate
curve ball. In the Governor's
Tournament he used these
skills to post a 14-0 shutout
of Eastern Illinois, limiting
the opponents to two hits. He
also won Monday in relief
against Indiana State to run
his season record to 7-1 and
an ERA of 1.61.
Hacker comes from abaseball family. His uncle is Warren Hacker who pitched for
the Chicago Cubs, CNcagn

Investigation of Scandal Frustrated
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)The executive director of the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association said Tuesday the
NCAA's investigation of an
alleged college football betting
scandal has been frustrated
by a dist.nct attorney.
The NCAA offiCial, Walter
Byers, released to the Birmingham News his correspondence With William Cahn, district a[[orney
of Nassau
County, New York.
e ahn announced at Mineola,
N.Y., on Feb. 10 £Oat he had
crushed a nationwide betting
syndicate and that he had evidence that one of the leading
coaches in the country had
bet on his own team.
Cahn h~s declined [0 iden-

tify the coach, except to say
he was not from the east.
"We have been frustrated ••
in our efforts [0 discharge
the responsibility which has
been given to our office by
the member institutions of
the association," Byers wrote
Sports Editor Benny iVarshaU
in response to a reqllcst for
a progress report.
Cahn had said earlier that
he would not release the name
of the coach he said had bet.
Asked for his pOSition, Cahn
issued a statement from hts
Mineola, '1.Y., office which
said:
"Whenever I believe that
the ends of justice will be
served by the public release
of information, I'U do so."

White Sox and Cincinnati Reds
among others.
This is the first year Hacker
has been a member of the
Saluki varsity, He won the
starting shortstop position
from Steve Krelle-the incumbent-at the start of the year
and has been a fixture ever
since.
Fielding is the bright spot
in Hacker's command. Hacker
has only managed a batting
average of .264 this season
but rallied to a .385 with
five hits in 13 trips to the
plate in the tournament.
Hacker also is an accomplished bunter, an art that
is alm~st forgonen in the
baseball circuit.
While it can't be said that
Kirkland and Hacker are the
reason for STU's amazing
record of 22-3-1, it is a
fact that without this pair

Lutz would have a harder
time winning.
Both Kirkland and Hacker
will return next year. Kirkland is a junior from BoonVille, Ind., and Hacker is a
sophomore from New Athens.
Lutz only has two seniors 0'1
the roster. Nick Solis and
Paul Pavesich, so that the
future for baseball at SIU
looks bright indeed.

The Intramural softball
schedule for Friday and Saturday is as follows:
Friday
Field I-Village Stompers
vs. Hay's Street Dorm; 2Forest Hall vs. The Coors;
3-The Veterans (B) vs.
Paulas Merkins; 4-Allen
Angels vs. Kick-Off Team;
(Greek)-Kappa Alpha PSi vs.
Phi Sigma Kappa.
Saturday
Field l-Saluki Hall #1 'IS.
College Boys; 2-Salukl Hall
#2 vs. Mummies; 3-Sweat
Sox vs. Plaza Grill; 4-Beta
Tau vs. Low Lifes; (Greek)Sigma Pi vs. Theta Xi; (U.
School)-The Veterans (A) vs.
Felony Squad.
Field I-Pierce II Panthers
vs. Pierce Dead Bears; 2Felts Overseers vs. Abbott
Rabbits; 3-Rejects vs. E'Clat
Hall; 4-The Inspirators vs.
Rathole; (Greek)-Delta Chi
vs. Tau Kappa Epsilon; (U.
School) - Moeller's Marauders vs. Petunias.

A CAREER AS A CHICAGO
TEACHER
E~cel1ent salalY $6000 up-Liberal Pension Plan
Paid Sick Leave-Tenare after three year II
Promotion within syste_Professional growth
Opportunities for additional Income
F<w information 011 certification and
emplovment porcedures write to:

Director, T ....,h ... Roc",ltm_
Otic",," Public Schoolo
228 140.... LaSalle St.-Rm 1005
IIIlnol. 60601

S,~,

open seven days a week
twentv·four hours a da~"

~
." '"

DAILY EGYPTIAN CLASSIFIED ACTION ADS
The Daily Egyptian reserves tile right to reject any advertising corY. No refunds on cancell'" ads.
NhO SUnhLJn Alpint.> Rdsrr. Engine
rchUllt ~ov. Wire Whe ...'ts. Ph. l~_
23'il.
3UI8

FOR SALE
clut..s. Brand ",.ow. m:Vl'r

"~,r cond, 1'I6U Dodge Polara (the big
Ht'ar, radio. 2 speakers, \Yw:llls. snow tires. Sharp interior. Lots
exrras. Great shape. NHcs 9-358l.
3UJ5
Used sailboat, • 'CSCOW··. reasonable. Call SW-36H2.
ABlO·U
'"Jl':L-).

u~L'd ..
C(J"lt.'r .. Sell for half ..
N79

1900 Triumph •.'1UlJcc s..::ramblt:r. Exct.·Hent cond. Mus[ st.-II 'S 750 or be.:it
.,fier. 9_6093.309 E. Freeman. 3019

'til ~1Jrle[[e. E-x. cond., llK.'droom.

'nl Triumph. 650. t.·xcellcn[ cond ..
Res[ offer. Graduating. Phone 95601.
3U20

(~orvt:tr(-,

'b3 Ford ConvertIble. 289. rebuilt
t!nginc, cruise-o-matic. PS&PB .. vinyl

195"' Ford. $150. Call 519-5881 anytime. bUS 1/2 W. uak.
A104.3

Golt
Sull in

Call

pla~tH;'

7-~3.\~.

carpctt:L s(ud~ &. hYing room. Air
cnndirwncd. Frost Tr. Pk. ;,21.Phone
'1-32';9.
:!U91

19t,; mOlllle home. lOx50 alf cond.
Nice locauo". 549-1603 after fl. 2093
'''<2 Ford con'/('niblc~ 390. auto., good
condition. Must sell. Call after 6
p.'l1. 457_7564.
2094
HVJUU BTU air cond. Like new. Gan
457-8730 after 5 p.m.
30u5

Carbondale House. Winkler area. 3lJ:l
Friedline. Bi-levc1, 3 bedrooms large
recreation room. :! barhs, attractive
year round landscape. S20.~OO, By
owner. 549-1067. ;"ssumt: ,; 3/-¥/~,
tnrerest loan.
30U8

Int. Guod condition, Ph. ah. 12 p.m.
9-3182.
3024

200 lb .. weight set, Vinyl-coated p1:ltes.
Lowest offer 453-836-1.
3U:II,
Save on thiS I owner '65 Chevy Intpala ~~. Fully equipped. Worth $1900.
Must sell. The fir.. $1525. ta~es.
Hurry or seiling [0 dealer. Ph. 9853268.
3027

Honda 150, excellent rU~1 coml .. $325.
Cal! 7-40!5. Tool kit incl.
JUJU

RCA Stereo console, .JU watt amp.
AM- FM
Mahogany. .lack. 4516u11.
3U29

stove. C all

684-~ijU8

after 6.

3028

'"57 Chevy coOVl"rt. S8U. Ph. 9 .. 37(;7

3UII

bn :\1ustang GT convecttble.
clcan. Ii .. ras, 9-4731.

Ver~'

3014

'02 VW. One owner. lnd car, make
an offer. Call Beetle ?-~H3.
3015
W'l't.·jUns, 1 pr. I~dit;ls, brand new, oxblnt.d. ras~el ..'[Qp, size i Ii.! B. 511.
)-j.!n~

dfrer '5 p.m.

3Uln

l'1hl) Chevt"ok[ ",;unVE. V-S, au[(), go(,d
ur~fi., Pt)'o.\'Cr ~!t!',_·r·n~. n..:W ba[tcrh

.mo

rL'ar

WI'"\,Jf,W.

Ph. ·n::"'-

31.>17

AW~

We sell and huy used furniture. Phone
54~-1782.
AIO-I8

Binoculars, 10 power, almost new.
Leather cast'. O. Brookman, 457191U.
3025

'60 Valiant. i.ir cond., sUck Shift.
Good car and like new. ,to" elec.

<}OUO BTL: Westinghouse air condo
3-13:!Q wk. days 8 to 5.Barb.ra. 3013

_~

con684-

:\1..lLc Slu(knt, ...'v(·nlng~ ;,.un ... l nur:-j.
n-l'i hrs. ~.TI.!.;;{ h ... ,,·,. lc:~a) car. :'i.';IJ

,\pprovcd housing for m,.:n. Contrac~s
now for summer &: fall H:rms. ~.ff1Cl
ene), Apt: Alr condi[iont:d. worn.lp.lnclling. mode-rn kitcht!'(i.C lose w campus
and town. $12; p!.'r quartt:r. Lincoln
Manor 51}Q S. Ash. Ph. ~-136Y for
B1U54

tW~~'n 2-'1 p.m.

pt:r

hr.

t'l

~ran

tq

)}.1;I)

..If(~t

I

mI'). eJI! --·n34 \\1(,·0. &. lhur;:;.. !1\.:for .1ppmn' IIll'm. C 11 ~1":

S\; .... rL"[..1f),
L.JtbrJnJ.,)(:
rL"sld·.::m,
SI-.fJnham.l 8; 1 ~pln~ ;-,irllLs. ;\I!~ .!'i_
..,IJ.
Rt..:~pl"Jnslhk·
.r\<.lrmnl:"=;rr,.H!v·:::"
Lt:"~..11 "t:(.;r~·r..1r1, S[dC! jl'J./mu. '·':H!".
Inc:"., wlth In(.r,-j~(,:d dutlt:.- &. pLr-

f'lrmJnce. DownH3tt; E mplcJymt:r.l. ')-

lb' Grady White Boat, bU hp. :\lerc
ttailer. skis and all aCCCSSO:"les. Ex.
condo Priced 10 sell. 9-5i98. 30U'I

Runs go,.d. Tom Hardesty.

v{'ni.ble.

Murphy~boro. 19t.6
~27. -l Spt.~~"d. Call

in

PlaCe your ad With ;h(' Daily ~.gyptlan
for f3!.'lt results. Cai I-f.;)3-13~4 or ,!o:[uP
by the Egypllan BWA, [-18.
IY8.l

Wanted male student [0 take over off
campus
housing
contract
lor
remainder of sprIng term. Nice
apanment, cooking privileges, university approved.. Mus[ have carsticker available. Weekdays phone 93131; weekends phone 7-8601. 3030

FOR RENT
What s with Wilson Hall? h"s for
men and it's grear:. Check i!. out
for summer and fall terms. Located
close, at the corner of Park &: Wall.
Contact Don Clucas. 451-2169. BI0I9

2 bedroom house trailer. Located 2.[
WildWood Park on Giant City BlacklOp. For Information call 684-4333 or
457-2874.
2096
IOx50 Mobile Home.Centulair-cond.

carpeted. Ph. 9-6192 or 7-M05. 3037
Not only is W lIson Hall the

House trailers for rent. Tentarively
approved accepted li·.ing ccmers.
C:luck's Rentaln. 549-3~H,
81029

Room. male graduate student. 417 W.
Jackson.

55:dO [raUer with tilt-out. Exc;.cllent
condit;on. Call 7-2077,
3031

Craig car ster\.·o with :; tapes. 3
mos. old. $75. Call 7-5768 after
5:00.
3018
Sibt'nan Husky Pup. Shot •• ?I.C.K.
~1u:;t .'5Cl.·, fun m,J..5k. perfect pt..[.
~-43.3.
:lUJb

new~st

off campus dorm. but has the most
fre~h water due to l£5 unique location
across the road from the water plant
on Park 8. Wall. 457-2169.
mOlO

B1U40

Approved hOllsing for men. EffiCIency
Apt: Air condi[ioned., wood panE:ling,
modern kHchen. t.lose [0 campus
and [Own. ')n:;. per quartt!r. 509
s. "\51'.. Ph. \.)-1369 for coO[rac..t.
IIIU~n

Carbondale

:\.1..lrned
-417_7"*,.:::!.

hou;;~·trailer,

~oupI..:!.

lUx50.
,)95. mnmh. Phom.'
Blu51

Approved hOU~i.;lg for women. <.:ontracts now for summer term. Efficiency Apr. Atr conditioning, modern
kirchen, private bath, with. tUb. Wood
panehng.. Clost" [Q campus and town.
$125 per quaner. Ptolomey Towers,
50-1 S. Rawlings. Ph. 7-6411 for contract.
B1055

CII,';IJ

·~jf)h.

PL·r~onnL"1

traJnt:t:. new Ct;gn.:!.:, '..\ill

work: In all

phas(:~ of pcrsf)nnd, ~ncl._
inrcrvlt:wlRg~ 5el~ctlon, safHY, Ind.

Rei., c" .... LOl.;:aH:d So. Ill. Salan (Jpcn.
Downstate 1::. mploym·:nt 9-3:Sh6. C IV-l'J

WANTED
HELP WANTED
Wanted: Girl to handle classified .ds
for Daily ligyplian. Must be full-time
student. free four con~ecutive hours
af[ernoons, Monday thtu Frlday. and
be enrolled a[ least through summer
term. For application form and
appointment, phone 4."3-23.')4, Mrs.
Berndt, or apply at Daily ligypuan,
Bldg. T -48.
3uOi
Can-t find a job? Contact or s.tor b~
our offic,·. fret: rcgistrauon. ~rJ
obligation unless we place you. l:.mplo)'ers pay many fees. Downstatt.:
E.mployment Agency. 103 5. Washin~
ton. Suite 210. 549-3366.
JUIU

Secrc[ary, Admlnisrrauyc &. L(!"gal.
Written test. shorthand and typ.in~
5kHI, and City rc..'sidl.,mcy required ..
Age 15-.'50. S r~2(1 to start. Water
;'Iant Tralnl't:.
Wrin(·n [\..5[, c1l:
l\.."sidcncy, willin~n. .:~s w work (·Vt.!Otng shift;;;. n·qulrcd. ')'111";0 per }t.·.Jr
Jft("r SIX m'lnth!o-. I\nrh ",·,\';,.:lknt
p()~itlr'n~
offt..nnc htxrJ.1 fnn~
bt·ndrt:;, JOt"! .;;: ... cutt[:. ..l\1d .. x;.;, Ih nt,
challt·nl!in; fu(ur·.• .'\r.,·l~ Cit: \IJr.al:!t.·r+': Offlc~·, .!nJ n"il(. l"~ H.dl,
t.:.lrb-.Jnd.th:.
ll·,.J';:'

Tape recorder, any (apt.: cl)n.'ndcn:d.
St('reo or monaural. Cash. -)4~ .. ovi~).
jfJ.!1

Need ptJvate tutor

(In

Ct)ursC

(If

\Iath

1 Lug:lc :\pnlicatiftn. Ph. nS4_.J'1-1iJ ..
·~IJ2..!

Onc garl wanrs to no'lve In WHhl)[hL'r:; ..
Call 4.:;-;'" -~":.J.J • .t\sk for SnJ.t'"f')n. :~lJj3

SERVICES OFFERED
i yplng, any kand. Pu:;a, dccttll;;. i- 1St
WIll pIck up &. deliver. Ph. 7-&60-\.
30":J
T yplng by e :~pt..·rtcm; ...·d secretary. ;\lew

t-.lcc.trJc With pl..:.a type. R.easonable
rate •• Call ~57_;7:J1.
3032

LOST
IH.H.. k i~ mJ.l~ .... ~!'~"t..• 1 ~(>,u IJld.
B.IU!,r,I'.
:\1.1.: I ... \"::-h. Gt.·r1e,.+rt 'U." r:.;"\\..1:-..:. 1';"'Ir'.." 4.:'- _~'.( . .: .t"t ~ :":.1 I r.m.
~!~H
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Injuries to Livingston, Benson
Sidetrack Jumpers' Careers
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SHARES RECORD--SIU's Mitch Livingston
was pictured as he cleared 6' 8¥.1" in the high

jump Saturday. He shares the MacAndrew Stadium reco!d with Ron Tull of Oklahoma.

NFL Play Will Open Sept. 17
NEW YORK (AP) The
National
Football League.
sponing a 16th team and
four new divisions, opens its
48th season with a full schedule of .games Sunday, Sept.
17.
The world champion Green
Bay Packers open at home
against Detroit while Dallas.
the E astern Conference champion. visits Cleveland. The
league's newest team. the New
Orleans Saints, will be at home
against Los Angeles.
The other openers are Atlanta at Baltimore, Chicago
at Pittsburgh, Washington at
Philadelphia, New York at St.
Louis, and San Francisco at
Minnesota.

For the first time, the
league will be divided into
four divisions--the Capitol
and the Century Divisions in
the Eastern Conference and
the Coastal and the Central
Divisions in the Western Conference.
The Capitol has Dallas, New
Orleans, Philadelphia
and
Washington; the Century has
Cleveland, New York. Pittsburgh and St. Louis;
the
Coastal has Atlanta, Baltimore, Los Angeles and San
Francisco. and the Central
has Chicago. Detroit, Green
Bay and Minnesota. Under
the new schedule, each team
will play the other teams in
its division two times, the

Griffith to Get Return l\'latch
NEW
YORK
(AP)-Nino
Benv€nuti, the newly crowned
world middleweight boxing
champion, and Emile Griffith
signed Tuesday for a return
bout Thursday, July 13, in New
York at either Madison Square
Garden or Shea Stadium.
The handsome 28-year-old
Italian, winner of a unanimous
decision over Griffith despite
a fourth-round knockdown,
will get 40 per cent of all receipts for the rem at c h.
Griffith, who went into the
ring Monday night a 13-5 favorite, will receive 20 per cent.
Although plans for television still are in the talking
stage it is likely that the bout
will be carried on home television with the New York area
blacked out and also be beamed
to Europe on the Early Bird
satellite.
The smiling Benvenuti, a
national hero in his native

~~~~r~.te~o~~s ae~:itt~~go~p~::
bridge of his nose Tuesday as
a souvenir of the 15-round
struggle. Griffith's left eye
still was half-closed from a
lump on his cheekbone.

Wantto Fish?
Here·s Your Chance

Both the new champ and the
old appeared at a noon press
conference where the rematch
contracts were formalized.
Griffith was down for a
compulsory eight-count in the
second rourd when Benvenuti
drove home a right uppercut.
The Italian was draped across
the ropes and took an eightcount in the fourth when Griffith landed a long, looping
right hand to the side of the
head.
The crowd of 14.251 that
paid $141,799, despite a chilling rain outside, turned the
Garden into a little Italy with
its chants of Neeno, Neeno,
Neeno. They swarmed into the
ring after the decision with
a host of small Italian flags
and hoisted the new champ on
their shoulders. Police had
to break up the demonstratio'l.

teams
in the conference's
other division once and the
teams in one of the divisions
of the other conference once.
making a total of 14 games
with II teams.
For the first season under
the new schedule, Capitol
teams will play Coastal teams
in inter-conference play while
Century teams will playCenual teams.
Instead of 14 interconference games, there will be 32
The realignment also has all
of the teams in one division
playing identical schedules.
The regular season will
close Dec. 17 With playoffs
beginning the following weekend. The WesternConference
title game will held Saturday,
Dec. 23, at the home of the
Central Division champion,
and the Eastern playoff will
be held Dec. 24 at the home of
the Capitol Division champion.
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WI·I'ard Unsure
Ab 0 U t Re t urn .In 9

RICHMOND, Va. (AP) -San
Francisco 4gers' running back
Ken Willard said Tuesday he
was impresses by an appeal
from his teammates but is
still undecided about returning
to the West Coast National
Football League team for the
1967-68 season.
Willard, who gained more
yards and scored more touchdowns from rushing than any
other 4ger in 1966, had said
previously he would quit professional
football
unless
traded to either Baltimore or
Washington.
He confirmed Tuesday a
meeting
last Saturday in
Washington with four of his
4ger teammates - captain
Clark Miller. quanerback
Jo~n Brodie. and David Parks
and guard Walter Rock.
Willard is in business here
and wants to play for a team

:~n~~:d ~:~~ i~~: e~~~ r.cl~os=e=r=t=o=h=i=s=h=o=m=e=.===:::;t

and perhaps even better inthe
future. Just how long tbe knee
Will keep Benson out is not
known.
Benson's loss is a double
dose for Hartzog, because the
6-4 Atlantan runs the third leg
on the Salukis' 440 relay team
and according to Assistant
Coach Harvey Cannon, "will
always give you hi;; best effon, and you can bet that will
be a good one."
Benson was also one of the
top 440 men in Georgia in his
high school days. He is, in

OVERSEAS
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S. .
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Highway 13 East
457.2184
985·4812
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fact, one of the most versatile
athletes at sru, having just
completed his sophomore year
in a sixth-starter role for the
NIT Champion Saluki basketball team.
Both Uvingston and Benson
will have a chance to show what
they can do among the country's best collegiate high
jumpers, provided they are
well. next Saturday and the
following wee ken d at the
Kansas and Drake Relays.
If both are able to go at top
strength they should bring
home some points for SIU.

This Week's Dandy Deal..•

I.l·a~t·

~

.::~~.

It's tough enough on a coach
when he doesn't have the material to get the job done, but
probably even tougher when
he does have the material but
can't keep them healthy.
The situation is particularly
hard to swallow when your
trackmen have proven they can
do the job time and again.
Track Coach Lew Hanzog has
a pair of high jumpers, who
show promise of becoming
among the top collegians in
their field.
Hanzog has a tough time
getting the two together,
though. Both Mitch Uvingston
and C huck Benson have spent a
large part of the 1967 outdoor
season getting their legs taped
up on the sideline.;.
Livingston made a sparkling
recovery from several weeks
of inactivity Saturday by
topping his best effort to that
date with a 6'8 1/2" jump in
the triangular meet With Oklahoma and Kansas State.
Livingston's effort tied him
With Sooner Ron Tull. who has
cleared 7'" before. But Tull
was awarded first place on the
basis of fewer misses at lower
heights.
Livingston's
outstanding
performance bad to lose some
lustre when you spied Benson
sitting on the side nursing
a bad knee. Benson has gone
6'7" already tbis year and
Hartzog thinks he has the
potential tobea 7-footjumper.
Bensc.) has competed all
spring for the Salukis, until he
aggravated tbe knee last week.
With him in the lineup South-

.1-13
5
.000 " li2

Chicken
Dinner
% Chicken, French Fries & Salad

x Late Games not Included

,.S-A-L....U-K~I-C!!!"'!!U-R!"""'R!"""'E!!!!!"'!!N~C~--"'!!!!!!"!!------~!.'II
• Check Cashin,
.Notary Public
• Mon.,. Orders
.Title Service
.Driver's License
.Public Stenograph ..
• 2 Day License Plate
Service
• Travelers Checks

Store Hours
9-6 Daily
.P-, your Gas, Light, Phone, and Water Bills here

(April19-2S)

IAMiLy·rON
~
~ ESTAU RA,.rTS

